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Electrical conductivity of composites based on ultra-high molecular weight
polyethylene modified with a mixture of graphene nanoplates
and iodized carbon nanotubes
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Abstract: In this work, a series of samples of composite materials based on ultra-high molecular weight polyethylene and
a hybrid filler containing graphene nanoplates and iodized multi-walled carbon nanotubes (MWCNTs) were obtained by
pressing followed by sintering. The resulting nanocomposites were studied by X-ray phase analysis and Raman
spectroscopy. The iodine concentration in the modified MWCNTs was determined by energy dispersive X-ray
fluorescence analysis. Assessment of the structural features of nanomaterials using X-ray phase analysis indicates the
absence of iodine in the interlayer space of graphene sheets, while a change in the surface is observed. Raman
spectroscopy data indicate an insignificant destructive effect of iodine on the surface of the nanomaterial. The study of
electrical conductivity showed that when using iodine-modified MWCNTs as a filler, the percolation threshold shifts to
lower filler concentrations, in comparison with nanocomposite samples containing unmodified nanotubes. An increase
in the concentration of graphene nanoplates contributes to a twofold decrease in the percolation threshold. The maximum
electrical conductivity of 5.4×10–4 S⋅cm–1 was achieved in ultra-high molecular weight polyethylene nanocomposites
containing 3 wt. % iodinated multi-walled carbon nanotubes and 1 wt. % graphene nanoplates.
Keywords: nanomaterials; carbon nanotubes; graphene; modification; iodine; nanocomposites; polymers; ultrahigh
molecular weight polyethylene; electrical conductivity.
For citation: Chapaksov NA, Dyachkova TP, Stolyarov RA, Yagubov VS, Tkachev AG, Memetova AE, Memetov NR,
Pasko TV, Burmistrov IN. Electrical conductivity of composites based on ultra-high molecular weight polyethylene
modified with a mixture of graphene nanoplates and iodized carbon nanotubes. Journal of Advanced Materials and
Technologies. 2022;7(4):246-255. DOI:10.17277/jamt.2022.04.pp.246-255

Электропроводность композитов на основе сверхвысокомолекулярного
полиэтилена, модифицированного смесью графеновых нанопластинок
и йодированных углеродных нанотрубок
© Н. А. Чапаксова , Т. П. Дьячковаа, Р. А. Столярова, В. С. Ягубова,
А. Г. Ткачева, А. Е. Меметоваа, Н. Р. Меметова,
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а
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Стремянный пер., 36, Москва, 117997, Российская Федерация
tchapaxov.nikolaj@yandex.ru
Аннотация: Получены серии образцов композиционных материалов на основе сверхвысокомолекулярного
полиэтилена и гибридного наполнителя, содержащего графеновые нанопластинки и йодированные многостенные
углеродные нанотрубки (МУНТ) посредством методов прессования с последующим спеканием. Полученные
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нанокомпозиты исследованы методами рентгенофазового анализа и рамановской спектроскопии. Концентрацию
йода в модифицированных МУНТ определяли посредством энергодисперсионного рентгенофлуоресцентного
анализа. Оценка структурных особенностей наноматериалов при помощи рентгенофазового анализа указывает на
отсутствие йода в межслоевом пространстве графеновых листов, при этом наблюдается изменение поверхности.
Данные рамановской спектроскопии указывают на незначительное деструктивное воздействие йода на
поверхность наноматериала. Исследование электрической проводимости показало, что при использовании
в качестве наполнителя модифицированных йодом МУНТ происходит смещение перколяционного порога
в область меньших концентраций наполнителя, в сравнении с образцами нанокомпозитов, содержащих
немодифицированные нанотрубки. Увеличение концентрации графеновых нанопластин способствует снижению
перколяционного порога в два раза. Максимума электрической проводимости 5.4×10–4 См/см удалось достичь
в нанокомпозитах сверхвысокомолекулярного полиэтилена, содержащих 3 масс. % йодированных многостенных
углеродных нанотрубок и 1 масс. % графеновых нанопластинок.
Ключевые слова: наноматериалы; углеродные нанотрубки; графен; модифицирование; йод; нанокомпозиты;
полимеры; сверхвысокомолекулярный полиэтилен; электропроводность.
Для цитирования: Chapaksov NA, Dyachkova TP, Stolyarov RA, Yagubov VS, Tkachev AG, Memetova AE,
Memetov NR, Pasko TV, Burmistrov IN. Electrical conductivity of composites based on ultra-high molecular weight
polyethylene modified with a mixture of graphene nanoplates and iodized carbon nanotubes. Journal of Advanced
Materials and Technologies. 2022;7(4):246-255. DOI:10.17277/jamt.2022.04.pp.246-255

1. Introduction
Polymers filled with electrically conductive
particles are a promising material for obtaining
composites that reduce the impact of electromagnetic
fields on electronic components of computer
technology and biological objects [1–8]. The high
resistance of polymers to external influences
(temperature, humidity, etc.) allows them to be used
as parts of household appliances, structural blocks
and assemblies in equipment for air, sea and land
applications.
Carbon nanomaterials, due to their high
electrical conductivity, mechanical strength, and
chemical resistance, are effective fillers for
electrically conductive polymer composites [9].
In this case, the intrinsic conductivity of the
nanodispersedfiller and the tunneling magnetic
resistance between its individual dispersed particles
limit the conductivity of the composite material.
In this regard, it is very important to develop new
modifications of nanocarbon fillers, the composition
and structure of which will contribute to the
formation of a conducting cluster with the lowest
electrical resistance in the volume of the polymer
matrix.
Previously, the authors of [10] compared the
electrical conductivity, percolation threshold, and
dielectric properties of epoxy composites filled with
graphene nanoplates (GNPs) and multi-walled carbon
nanotubes (MWCNTs). It is shown that the
percolation network, regardless of the type of filler
and matrix, is formed at a filler concentration
of 3.0 wt. %.
The electrical and mechanical properties of
composites are also determined by the methods of

combining the carbon filler (MWCNTs and
graphene) and the polymer matrix. In [11], the
electrically conductive and mechanical properties of
composites based on carbon nanostructures
(MWCNTs, GNPs, and their mixtures) and
polylactide obtained by extrusion, 3D printing, and
hot pressing were studied. At the same time, the
samples obtained by extrusion and hot pressing
showed the highest electrical conductivity. The
authors of the work believe that with these methods
of forming composites, the distance between the filler
particles turns out to be noticeably smaller, the
contribution of the tunnel effect decreases, and the
overall electrical conductivity of the materials
increases. Attention should be paid to the large
difference between the electrical percolation
threshold values, which for composites with
MWCNTs and GNPs in this work are 1.5 and 6–9
wt. %, respectively.
Works [12–15] present the facts that additionally
indicate that the type of matrix and filler, as well as
the nature of their interaction, affect the value of the
percolation threshold.
The authors of [16] focused their attention on the
study of conductive and mechanical properties of
epoxy composites with MWCNTs / GNP hybrid
fillers. It has been established that at a mass ratio of
MWCNTs : GNPs equal to 8 : 2, the bending strength
of the composite increases and the electrical
percolation threshold decreases. The authors believe
that the presence of oxygen-containing functional
groups on the surface of GNPs contributes to the
uniform distribution of the filler in the matrix. In
addition, based on the data on the electrical
conductivity of composites containing GNPs
–5
–1
–3
–1
(2.1×10 S⋅m ), MWCNTs (4.3×10 S⋅m ) and
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hybrid filler MWCNTs/GNP (9.1×10 S⋅m ), a
synergistic effect of a mixture of carbon
nanostructures on the properties of materials has been
demonstrated.
The authors of [17] note that one-dimensional
MWCNTs bridge the gaps between GNPs in
a thermoplastic polyurethane (TPU) matrix,
contributing to the formation of additional pathways.
Therefore, the addition of GNPs can improve the
electrical conductivity of the resulting nanocomposite
and lower the percolation threshold. The MWCNTs/
GNP(3 : 1)/TPU composite shows better electrical
performance compared to MWCNTs/TPU and
GNP/TPU nanocomposites with the same content of
the same type of filler.
The above information can be summarized as
follows:
– the formation of a percolation cluster in
polymer nanocomposites is affected by the nature of
the polymer matrix and filler, as well as the nature of
the filler distribution;
– the synergistic effect of hybrid fillers on the
properties of composites is observed only at a certain
ratio of MWCNTs and GNPs;
– electrophysical properties depend on the
formation method of composites filled with
MWCNTs and GNPs.
Taking into account numerous data, it can be
assumed that the possibilities of the original
(unmodified) MWCNTs to increase the electrical
conductivity of composites are practically exhausted.

Modification of MWCNTs with silver [18, 19],
nitrogen [20, 21], polyaniline [22–28], halogens [29–
32], etc., makes it possible to achieve better
performance in this respect.
In this work, ultra-high molecular weight
polyethylene (UHMWPE) was chosen as a polymer
matrix, which is characterized by wear resistance,
resistance to aggressive media, low friction
coefficient, high impact strength and low
embrittlement temperature, which makes it possible
to use products based on it, including under extreme
operating conditions [33]. The aim of the research
was to obtain composites with antistatic properties
based on this polymer. Mixtures of GNPs with
original and iodine-modified MWCNTs were tested
as fillers. Composites were obtained by pressing
followed by sintering.
2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Characteristics of initial materials and reagents
Powdered UHMWPE (Hi-zex, China) and
isopropyl alcohol (Laverna Co., Russia) were used to
obtain samples of polymer composites. The filler
components were GNPs Taunit GM and MWCNTs
Taunit-M (NanoTechCenter Ltd., Tambov). Their
electronic images are shown in Fig. 1.
GNPs Taunit-GM were obtained by a modified
Hummers method by treating crystalline graphite
with a solution of ammonium persulfate in sulfuric

Fig. 1. Electronic images of Taunit GM graphene nanoplates (a, b) and Taunit-M carbon nanotubes (c, d) [36]
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Table 1. Characteristics of GNPs
Taunit GM [36]
Parameter

Value

Number of graphene layers

3–5

Thickness of nanoplates, nm

2–3

Size of nanoplates in plane, µm

2 – 10

Oxygen content, wt. %

9 – 13

Sulfur content, wt. %

≤ 0.7

Table 2. Characteristics of MWCNTs
Taunit-M [36]
Parameter

Value

Outerdiameter, nm

10 – 30

Inner diameter, nm

5 – 15

Length, µm

≥2

Total amount of impurities, %
– initial
– after cleaning

≤5
≤1

Specific surface, m2⋅g
–3

Bulk density, g⋅cm

–1

≥ 270
0.025 – 0.06

acid followed by washing and ultrasonic dispersion in
an aqueous solution of surfactant (aminocumulene)
[34]. MWCNTs were obtained by CVD synthesis on
a Co,Mo/MgО,Al2O3 catalyst [35].
Characteristics of GNPs Taunit GM and
MWCNTs Taunit-M are presented in Tables 1 and 2,
respectively. Crystalline iodine (Component-Reaktiv,
Russia) was used to modify MWCNTs.
2.2. Method for modifying MWCNTs
with iodine
MWCNTs powder was mixed with crystalline
iodine. The content of I2in the resulting mixture in
different experiments ranged from 5 to 15 wt. %.

Then it was placed in a sealed glass container and
kept in a heating cabinet for 2 hours at a temperature
of 120 °C. The iodine-modified carbon nanotubes are
hereinafter referred to as MWCNTs-I.
2.3. Method for obtaining
nanocomposites
GNPs, MWCNTs, and MWCNTs-I were added
to 1 g of UHMWPE at the concentrations indicated in
Table 3. 1 mL of isopropyl alcohol was added to the
resulting composition, after which it was stirred until
homogeneous. The mixture was dried in an oven at
40 °C. The dried material was pressed on a tablet
press (FluxanaVaneox, Germany). Pressing was
carried out at 25 °C with a load of 5 tons.
Compressed pellets with a diameter of ~12 mm and
a height of about 3 mm were sintered at a temperature
of 170 °C for 2 h. Series of composite samples were
obtained. Composites of the first series contained
0.5 wt. % GNPs and 0.1–3 wt. % MWCNTs.
MWCNTs-I were used in the composites of the
second series. Composites of the third and fourth
series contained 1 wt. % GNPs. The designations and
compositions of the obtained series of nanocomposite
samples are given in Table 3.
2.4. Characterization
of MWCNTs and composites
The iodine concentration in the modified Taunit
M MWCNTs was determined by energy dispersive
X-ray fluorescence analysis using an ARL QUANTX
spectrometer (Thermo Fisher Scientific, Switzerland).
X-ray phase analysis of the samples was carried
out using an ARL Equinox 1000 diffractometer
(Thermo Fisher Scientific, USA) with a radiation
wavelength of 1.5406 Å. Shooting time – 600 s.
Raman spectra were obtained on a DXR Raman
Microscope (Thermo Fisher Scientific, USA) with an
excitation laser wavelength of 532 nm.

Table 3. Designation of nanocomposite sample series
Designation of a
sample series

Concentration, wt. %
MWCNTs

MWCNTs-I

GNPs

1

0.1; 0.2; 0.5; 1; 2; 3

–

0.5

2

–

0.1; 0.2; 0.3; 0.4; 0.5; 1; 2; 3

0.5

3

0.1; 0.2; 0.5; 1; 2; 3

–

1

4

–

0.1; 0.2; 0.3; 0.4; 0.5; 1; 2; 3

1
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The electrical conductivity of nanocomposites
was measured according to Russian Standard
R50499-93 using an E6-13A teraohmmeter (PunaneRet, Estonia). The value of electrical conductivity (σ)
2
was calculated by the formula: σ = 4h/πd R, where h,
d are the thickness and diameter of the sample,
respectively, R is the electrical resistance.
3. Results and Discussion
3.1. The study of the properties
of iodine-modified MWCNTs
The X-ray diffraction patterns of the original and
iodine-modified MWCNTs (Fig. 2) are similar.
The shift in the position of the (002) peak for
MWCNTs-I samples is insignificant (Table 4).
The interplanar distances can also be considered
unchanged, which indicates that iodine molecules and
atoms do not penetrate between the graphene layers
of nanotubes, but cause surface changes.

Intensity, a.u.

4
3
2
1

Raman spectroscopy data (Fig. 3 and Table 5)
allow a more detailed analysis of the nature of the
change in the MWCNTs structure upon treatment
with iodine. All MWCNTs-I samples are characterized
by destructive changes compared to the original
nanotubes, as indicated by an increased value of the
intensity ratio of characteristic D/G peaks for them.
The destruction of graphene layers and
amorphization of the material are indicated by the
position shift of the 2D peak towards shortwavelength values. In this case, according to the
calculated values of the intensity ratio 2D/G, the
sample obtained from a mixture containing 15 wt. %
iodine consists of nanotubes with a smaller number of
layers.
A sample of MWCNTs-I obtained from a 10 %
mixture is characterized by a lower defectiveness
from modified materials.
Due to the volatility of iodine, its content in
finished MWCNTs-I is noticeably lower than in the
initial mixtures. According to energy dispersive
analysis from mixtures containing 5, 10 and
15 wt. % I2, MWCNTs-I containing 0.576, 0.990 and
0.911 wt. % of this element, respectively, were
obtained.
To prepare composites with UHMWPE,
MWCNTs-I with the maximum iodine content were
selected according to the data of energy dispersive
analysis. These are samples obtained from a mixture
containing 10 wt. % iodine. According to the data of
Raman spectroscopy, they are also characterized by
minimal destructive changes compared to the original
nanotubes, as a result of which they should have the
best conducting properties.

2θ

Table 4. Peak characteristics of X-ray diffraction
patterns of original and iodine-modified MWCNTs
Concentration
of iodine in the
initial mixture,
wt. %

Peakposition
002, deg.

Interplanar
distance (d002),
Å

0

25.7

3.46

5

25.5

3.49

10

26

3.43

15

26

3.42

250

4
Intensity, a.u.

Fig. 2. X-ray diffraction patterns of native (1)
and iodine-modified (2 – 4) MWCNTs. The concentration
of iodine in the initial mixture with MWCNTs (wt. %):
2 – 5; 3 – 10; 4 – 15

3
2
1

Wave number, cm–1
Fig. 3. Raman spectra of native (1) and iodine-modified
(2 – 4) MWCNTs. The concentration of iodine in the initial
mixture with MWCNTs (wt. %): 2 – 5; 3 – 10; 4 – 15
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Table 5. Raman spectroscopy data of MWCNTs samples
Iodine concentration in the initial
mixture, wt. %

Peak 2D position, cm–1

0

D/G

2D/G

2687

1.21

0.21

5

2667

1.62

0.23

10

2646

1.52

0.19

15

2653

1.63

0.38

3.2. Electrical conductivity of UHMWPE
nanocomposites containing a hybrid filler
Dependences of the electrical conductivity of
composites based on UHMWPE modified with
mixtures of GNPs and MWCNTs in various
variations are shown in Fig. 4. They are similar in
nature and consist of 3 pronounced sections. On the
first one, the material demonstrates the properties of a
dielectric; on the second one, the electrical
conductivity increases significantly; on the third one,
it has a maximum value and ceases to depend on the
nanomodifier
concentration.
The
electrical
conductivity value in the last section for different
samples is within the same order of magnitude and is
–4
–1
3.4–5.4×10 S⋅cm .
Differences in curves 1–4 in Fig. 4 lie in the
length of these sections, and, consequently, in the
values of concentrations that characterize the
formation of a percolation cluster. An increase in the
GNPs content in the composite composition promotes
a more efficient increase in electrical conductivity
upon the introduction of MWCNTs. The sample with
1 wt. % GNPs has the best conductive properties with
3

4
Electrical conductivity, S⋅сm–1

Peak intensity ratio

1
2

Mass content MWCNTs, wt. %
Fig. 4. Electrical conductivity of composites based on
UHMWPE containing 0.5 (1, 2) and 1 (3, 4) wt. % GNPs,
initial (1, 3) and iodine-modified (2, 4) MWCNTs

the addition of 0.5 wt. % MWCNTs-I. To achieve the
same electrical conductivity values, a twofold higher
concentration of the initial MWCNTs is required.
The dependences shown in Fig. 4 can be applied
to the classical equation of percolation theory 1 [37]:
σ = σ f (ϕ − ϕ c )t ,

(1)

where ϕc is the filler volume fraction corresponding
to the percolation threshold (it was recalculated based
on the values of the mass concentration of the filler in
the composite, taking into account the data on the
densities of the matrix and filler (Table 6)), t is the
critical electrical conductivity index, σ f is the
electrical conductivity of the filler. Bulkdensity
–3
–
UHMWPE is 0.45 g⋅cm , MWCNTs is 0.025 g⋅cm 3.
For the convenience of approximating the
experimental dependences of electrical conductivity,
the logarithm of both parts of equation (1) is taken
and as a result the following is obtained:

log σ = log σ f + t log(ϕ − ϕc ) .

(2)

The values of MWCNTs volume fractions at the
percolation threshold ϕc and the critical values of
electrical conductivity t were determined using linear
regression of the dependence log σ on log (ϕ − ϕ c )
(Fig. 5).
Table 6. Calculated values of the MWCNTs volume
concentrations in the composite
Mass content of
MWCNTs
in the composite, wt. %

Volume content
of MWCNTs
in the composite, vol. %

0.1
0.2
0.3
0.4
0.5
1
2
3

0.033
0.061
0.088
0.114
0.138
0.243
0.392
0.494
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t = 2.19
ϕc = 0.14

t = 4.23
ϕc = 0.11

lgσ

lgσ
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t = 2.42
ϕc = 0.14

lg(ϕ – ϕc)
(c)

lg(ϕ – ϕc)
(b)

lgσ

lgσ

lg(ϕ – ϕc)
(a)

t = 1.66
ϕc = 0.063

lg(ϕ – ϕc)
(d)

Fig. 5. Dependence plots in the coordinates of equation (2) for composites based on UHMWPE containing 0.5 (a, b)
and 1 (c, d) wt. % GNP, initial (a, c) and iodine-modified (b, d) MWCNTs

For sample series 1 (containing 0.5 wt. % GNPs
and MWCNTs of various concentrations), ϕc and t
were 0.14 and 2.19, respectively (Fig. 5a), while the
2
convergence coefficient R was equal to 1.
The use of MWCNTs-I instead of the initial
nanotubes (sample series 2) led to a decrease in ϕc
and an increase in t, these indicators became equal to
0.11 and 4.23, respectively (Fig. 5b), the convergence
coefficient was 0.99667.
Series 3 nanocomposites (containing 1 wt. %
GNPs and initial MWCNTs) are characterized by
approximately the same values of ϕc and t as for the
sample series 1 (Fig. 5c). In this case, the
convergence coefficient took a minimum value of
0.79075.
The use of MWCNTs-I (samples series 4) leads
to a change in these indicators. The parameter ϕc
decreases to 0.063 and t decreases to 1.66 (Fig. 5d),
2
R = 0.86238.
The values of t obtained as a result of
approximating the experimental data by equation (2)
range from 1.3 to 4 and are indicative of a
satisfactory agreement between the experimental
results and the estimated values of the percolation
theory for composites with a three-dimensional
conductive network of MWCNTs in the matrix [38, 39].

based on ultrahigh molecular weight polyethylene
compared to control samples. An increase in the
concentration of graphene nanoplates contributes to a
twofold decrease in the percolation threshold. The
–4
–1
maximum electrical conductivity of 5.4×10 S⋅cm
was achieved in nanocomposites containing 3 wt. %
iodinated MWCNTs and 1 wt. % graphene
nanoplates. X-ray phase analysis demonstrates the
absence of iodine in the interlayer space of graphene
sheets, while a change in the surface is observed.
According to the results of Raman spectroscopy, an
insignificant destructive effect of iodine on the
surface of the nanomaterial is noticeable. The results
obtained in the work make it possible to expand the
range of practical application of these materials, for
example, as functional antistatic coatings.

4. Conclusion
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Modification of carbon nanotubes with iodine
and their use as a modifying filler leads to earlier
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Obtaining nanocrystalline superhard materials
from surface-modified nanodiamond powder
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Abstract: During sintering of a nanodiamond powder with a coating based on non-diamond forms of carbon with a
thickness of about 10 Å at relatively low pressures and temperatures, a nanostructured diamond material is formed by the
transition of graphite-like carbon to diamond. It has been shown that nanodiamond powder modified with non-diamond
forms of carbon is an “active” base on which a nanometer layer of graphite-like carbon transforms into diamond during
thermobaric sintering. The influence of preliminary annealing of nanodiamonds in a disammonia atmosphere and in
oxidizing and hydrocarbon-containing atmospheres on the structure and microhardness of nanodiamond polycrystals has
been shown. It has been established that the atmosphere in which modifying annealing is carried out affects the content of
the diamond phase and the size of nanodiamond crystallites in a polycrystalline material. The preliminary modification
(functionalization) of the nanodiamond surface with carbon-containing compounds stimulates the process of diamond
formation. In this case, the most significant increase in the microhardness of diamond polycrystals is observed after the
modification of nanodiamonds in oxidizing and hydrocarbon atmospheres. It has also been established that the modifying
treatment of nanodiamonds with hydrocarbons stimulates the processes of diamond synthesis, and an increase in pressure
suppresses the graphitization of diamond and activates the transformation of graphite-like carbon into diamond, which
contributes to sintering of diamond grains.
Keywords: nanoparticles; superhard materials; diamond synthesis; surface modification.
For citation: Vityaz PA, Senyut VT, Kheifetz ML, Kolmakov AG. Obtaining nanocrystalline superhard materials from
surface-modified nanodiamond powder. Journal of Advanced Materials and Technologies. 2022;7(4):256-269. DOI:
10.17277/jamt.2022.04.pp.256-269

Получение нанокристаллических сверхтвердых материалов
из поверхностно-модифицированного порошка наноалмаза
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Аннотация: В процессе спекания при относительно низких давлениях и температурах наноалмазного порошка
с покрытием на основе неалмазных форм углерода толщиной порядка 10 Å происходит формирование
наноструктурного алмазного материала путем перехода графитоподобного углерода в алмаз. Показано, что
наноалмазный порошок, модифицированный неалмазными формами углерода, представляет собой «активную»
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основу, на которой в процессе термобарического спекания происходит переход нанометрового слоя графитоподобного
углерода в алмаз. Показано влияние предварительного отжига наноалмазов в атмосфере диссаммиака, в окислительной
и углеводородсодержащей атмосферах на структуру и микротвердость наноалмазных поликристаллов.
Установлено, что атмосфера, в которой осуществляется модифицирующий отжиг, влияет на содержание алмазной
фазы и размер кристаллитов наноалмазов в поликристаллическом материале. Показано, что предварительное
модифицирование (функционализация) поверхности наноалмазов углеродсодержащими соединениями
стимулирует процесс алмазообразования. При этом наиболее существенный рост микротвердости алмазных
поликристаллов наблюдается после модифицирования наноалмазов в окислительной и углеводородной
атмосферах. Установлено, что модифицирующая обработка наноалмазов углеводородами стимулирует процессы
синтеза алмаза, а рост давления подавляет процесс графитизации алмаза и активирует трансформацию
графитоподобного углерода в алмаз, что способствует спеканию алмазных зерен.
Ключевые слова: наночастицы; сверхтвердые материалы; синтез алмаза; поверхностное модифицирование.
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1. Introduction
The development of new polycrystalline
superhard materials (PSHM) based on diamond is
associated with the need to improve their physical
and mechanical characteristics in accordance with the
requirements for modern machining tools [1].
It is possible to achieve a high level of characteristics
due to the formation of nanostructures in the
synthesized material, which follows from the HallPetch relation connecting the mechanical properties
of the material to the size of its structural components
[2]. Due to nanostructuring in a diamond polycrystal,
it is possible to realize a unique set of mechanical
characteristics, for example, a combination of high
hardness and crack resistance, which are unattainable
for diamond PSHMs based on coarse-grained
diamond powders.
At the same time, the use of existing industrial
technologies for the production of diamond PSHMs
does not allow creating superhard materials based on
nanodiamonds with a high level of physicochemical
characteristics, which is due to the specifics of the
structure of nanodiamonds, the phase and chemical
state of the surface of nanodiamond powders [3, 4].
Unsatisfactory compressibility and high porosity
of compacts from nanodiamond powders, active
recrystallization and graphitization of nanodiamond
during thermobaric treatment necessitate the
development of technologies that make it possible to
form a dense polycrystalline material in which the
nanostructure of the initial powder is preserved.
Technological solutions used to obtain diamond
ceramics based on coarse-grained diamond powders
at high pressures P and temperatures T turned out to
be ineffective for obtaining nanostructured
polycrystalline diamond materials [3, 4].
The use of activating additives, metal catalysts
used to reduce the parameters of the phase

transformation of graphite into diamond, provokes
the reverse transition of nanodiamonds into graphite,
thereby reducing physicochemical characteristics of
diamond nanostructured PSHMs even at ultrahigh
P and T sintering parameters.
Therefore, the aim of the work is to develop
scientific and technological foundations for obtaining
nanocrystalline diamond materials based on
nanodiamonds
by
complex
physicochemical
modification of nanodiamonds, which consists in the
formation of a functional coating based on
nanostructured non-diamond carbon and additional
modification of the nanodiamond surface with
carbon-containing compounds.
For nuclei (particles of graphite and diamond of
small sizes), the equilibrium line on the phase diagram
of carbon can be located significantly lower than for
the corresponding “bulk” phases, because in this case,
the surface energy makes a significant contribution to
their total thermodynamic potential [5, 6]:

μ = μ0 +

2 σV
R

,

where μ 0 is the chemical potential of the bulk phase;
V is the atomic volume; R is the radius of the particle.
According to Tchaikovsky and Rosenberg
(1984) [7], the diamond-graphite transition curve
shifts to lower pressures for particles smaller than
100 nm.
According to the results of theoretical studies
[8–11], for particle sizes in the nanorange, diamond is
a more stable form of carbon compared to graphite.
According to [12], the boundaries of the stability
regions for diamond and graphite are 10.2 nm at
room temperature, 6.1 nm at 525 °C, 4.8 nm at
800 °C, and 4.3 nm at 1100 °C.
The theoretical results obtained were confirmed
in experimental studies of diamond formation
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processes by heating nanographite (onion-like carbon
or OLC) without applying pressure [13–16] or in
P, T modes corresponding to the parameters of
thermodynamic stability of “bulk” graphite.
For example, in the process of thermobaric treatment
of a fullerene-containing mixture at a pressure of
2 GPa and a temperature above 1300 K in the
presence of catalyst metals, diamond crystals were
synthesized in the size range of 100–800 μm [17].
One of the ways to obtain a diamond
nanostructured material by converting graphite into
diamond is the phase transition of graphite crystallites
(nanostructured graphite, graphite-like onion carbon)
into diamond at high pressures and temperatures,
excluding both diamond recrystallization and
graphitization.
As a starting material for these purposes,
detonation synthesis nanodiamond with a particle size
of 4–10 nm can be used [18].
In [19, 20], the transformation of the detonation
nanodiamond structure during its vacuum heat
treatment was studied. As a result, it has been found
that vacuum annealing of nanodiamond at temperatures
of 1000–2400 °C leads to the formation of an onionlike OLC structure similar to fullerenes on its basis.
With an increase in the annealing temperature, the
number of graphite-like layers on the diamond
surface increases due to the diamond “core”, the size
of which decreases in this case [21]. At temperatures
of 1000–1500 °C, nanodiamond particles are formed,
the core of which retains the diamond sp3 structure,
2
and the peripheral zone consists of layers of sp
2
3
carbon (sp -sp carbon nanocomposite). At annealing
temperatures above 1500 °C (1800 K), nanodiamond
particles are completely transformed into carbon of
an onion structure with its further transformation into
graphite [22].
In turn, the use of onion carbon obtained from
nanodiamonds by vacuum annealing as a starting
material makes it possible to synthesize
nanopolycrystalline diamond material with a diamond
phase content of ~ 80 % and a hardness of up to
42 GPa without activating additives at moderate
P, T-parameters (P = 4–6 GPa, T = 1000–1400 °C,
t = 10–30 min) [23].
In [3, 24], it was proposed to use detonation
nanodiamonds with a graphitized surface and a
diamond “core” as a feedstock for the synthesis of
nanostructured diamond materials.
The use of “nanodiamond–nanographite”
composite powders makes it possible to maximize the
area of direct contact between the diamond surface
and graphite, which will increase the probability of
diamond nucleation due to autoepitaxy and reduce the
258

likelihood of contamination of synthesis products
with impurities [25–30].
This approach makes it possible to obtain
nanostructured diamond composites due to the
“graphite-diamond” phase transition below the
equilibrium line of “bulk” graphite and diamond in
the carbon phase diagram [31].
There is an alternative approach according to
which diamond is formed not only at high P and
T parameters due to phase transformation in carbon, but
also at low pressures as a result of polycondensation
of simple carbon-containing molecules [32].
The proposed polygenetic approach [33] takes into
account not only physical, but also chemical factors,
such as the polycondensation of light carboncontaining compounds without the use of high
pressures, as well as transformation of graphite into
diamond at high pressures, which takes into account
chemical factors.
In accordance with the polycondensation model,
the synthesis of diamond (as the ultimate product of
polycondensation) can proceed at low pressures by
reactions of the type
2СО → Сdiam + СО2,
СО + Н2 → Сdiam + Н2О,
СН4 + СО2 → Сdiam + 2Н2О,
Synthesis of diamond can also take place taking
into account the intermediate gasification of nondiamond forms of carbon according to the following
scheme:
Cgr + CO2 → [2CO] → Cdiam + CO2.
At low temperatures of the gas phase, diamond
is formed as a result of polycondensation of the initial
molecules according to the molecular mechanism.
At high temperatures, both undissociated initial
molecules and intermediate compounds formed
during the decomposition of the initial molecules, as
well as ions and radical particles participate in the
polycondensation [33]. Regardless of the initial
composition of the precursors, the key role in the gasphase synthesis of diamond can belong to the
following radicals: СН3*, С2Н* [34, 35].
The process of gas-phase deposition of diamond
is heterogeneous-catalytic: it is carried out at the
substrate temperature with the participation of the
substrate and the diamond film growing on it.
The catalysts can be the substrate and the growing
diamond, as well as the components of the gas phase.
In this case, for the diamond formation,
it is necessary that the rate of the diamond formation
phase be higher than the rate of graphite formation,
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and the rate of graphite oxidation should be higher
than the rate of diamond oxidation [33, 36].
The region of diamond formation [37] on the
H–C–O diagram (Fig. 1) is located between regions
with a high reduction potential (the region of
hydrocarbons, during the polycondensation of which
predominantly graphite and forms of diamond carbon
are obtained) and a high oxidizing potential (the
region of Н2О, СО2, О2, in which neither diamond
nor graphite can form and remain, because their
complete conversion will occur according to the
reaction:

PAHs

Cdiam(Cgr) +H2O (CO2, O2) → CO + H2.
This region should be limited by mixtures rich in
hydrogen, in which the hydrogenolysis of diamond
and graphite is possible:
Cdiam(Cgr) + 2H2 → CH4.
The diamond formation is affected by the
composition of the gas mixture from which it is
formed. It is shown that the synthesis of diamond,
obtained by the methods of chemicalvapor deposition
(CVD), comes from mixtures of a certain
composition, which form a kind of “corridor” on the
O–H–C diagram, expanding from the H vertex to the
CO composition. The possibility of the formation of
nanodiamonds from a gas at low temperatures and
pressures without a substrate due to the addition of
oxygen to the H–C system (and thus its transfer to the
O–H–C system) was substantiated in [33–37]. In this
system, it is possible to select oxygen pressures at
which the diamond core will be more stable than the
graphite core (Pig > Pid). These conditions are
possible in the range of oxygen fugacity close to the
upper limit of carbon stability in this system with
respect to oxygen, where the equilibrium pressure of
methane drops sharply. Calculations performed for
the O–H–C system under P–T conditions
corresponding to the parameters of diamond synthesis
by CVD methods showed that the oxygen pressure in
these cases should correspond to the hydrogen and
carbon dioxide compositions of gas mixtures [38].
The functional cover of a certain composition on
the surface of carbon particles (diamond, graphite)
also plays an important role in the deposition of
diamond and graphite in gas-phase processes. It can
be created by a special modifying chemical treatment
of diamond crystals and powders based on nondiamond forms of carbon under the conditions of
their high-temperature treatment (annealing) in an
appropriate atmosphere [33, 39, 40].
According to [41], an important factor for the
simultaneous formation of graphite and diamond at
low pressure is the ratio of the critical radii of

Fig. 1. Diagram reflecting the stoichiometric conditions of
the processes of diamond and graphite polycondensation
and the conversion of diamond and graphite substances by
oxidizers, with points obtained experimentally by the
authors [33]:
I – formation of a diamond substance on a diamond
substrate by growing a diamond lattice; II – graphitization
of the diamond substrate under the conditions of the
experiment with mixtures CH4 + CO2; III – selective
oxidation of graphite and retention of diamond in the
reaction (Cdiam(Cgr) + H2O (CO2, O2) → CO + H2); IV –
complete oxidation of graphite and diamond; V –
formation of compaction products of the graphite series
from individual organic substances; VI – formation of
a diamond film outside the diamond region; 1 – methanol;
2 – formaldehyde, acetic acid; 3 – formic acid; 4 – ethanol;
5 – acetone; 6 – acetaldehyde; 7 – pyruvic acid;
8 – acrolein; 9 – phenol; 10 – furan; 11 – dioxybenzenes;
12 – phloroglucinol

graphite (Rg) and diamond (Rd), which depend on the
ratio of chemical potentials:
Rg / Rd = Δμ d / Δμ g .

The chemical potentials of graphite Δμ g and
diamond Δμ d can be expressed as follows:

Δμ g = RT ln(Pi / Pi g ) ;
Δμ d = RT ln(Pi / Pid ) ,
where Pi and Pid are current (true) and equilibrium
pressures of carbon-containing gases; R is the
universal gas constant; Т is temperature.
In the region of graphite stability, Pig > Pid
which corresponds to the predominant formation of
graphite from the fluid or gas phase (Rg < Rd).
The conditions for the predominant (most probable)
formation of diamond correspond to the condition
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Pig > Pid (Rg > Rd). The difference between Δμ g and
Δμ d depends on the difference between Pi / Pi g and

Pi / Pi d .

At low pressures, this difference tends to zero;
therefore, Rg ≈ Rd which corresponds to the optimal
conditions for the formation of diamond from fluids
(gases) in the region of graphite stability.
Thus, in order to increase the probability of
diamond formation by chemical deposition methods,
along with an atmosphere of a certain composition
and favorable kinetic conditions, it is necessary to
have critical diamond growth nuclei, which can be
both epitaxial diamond films and some non-diamond
forms of carbon.
Thus, in [42], a unique nucleation method of
diamond films on a silicon substrate is considered
using carbon clusters С60 and С70 fullerenes as
nuclei. The use of C60 fullerene molecules makes
it possible to increase the growth rate of the diamond
4
film by a factor of 10 , and the use of C70 molecules
10
by a factor of 10 . In the case of the С70 molecule,
an additional increase in the growth rate of the
diamond film is due to a favorable crystal structure
correspondence between the structural elements of
fullerene and diamond, as well as to deformations of
the pyrene and triphenylene elements of the fullerene
structure [33].
From this standpoint, the use of surfacegraphitized nanodiamonds with closed graphene
layers on the surface (structures of the “onion carbon –
diamond core” type) is of great scientific and
practical
interest
for
the
synthesis
of
nanopolycrystalline diamond films and bulk materials.
The
formation
processes
of
diamond
nanostructured composites at high pressures and
temperatures were studied in [43] depending on the
surface state of diamond nanopowders. Depending on
the surface state of initial nanosized diamond
particles, the formation process of a polycrystalline
material based on it is realized both due to the
diffusion growth of diamond crystallites (in the case
of purified nanodiamond powder) and by combining
the diffusion and martensitic mechanisms of diamond
formation (for nanodiamonds with non-diamond
(graphite-like) surface carbon). Adaptation of the
structure of diamond nanostructured materials based
on purified diamond powders manifests itself at high
temperatures
and
relatively
low
pressures
accompanying the onset of the diamond
graphitization process.
For polycrystals from diamond powders with
non-diamond forms of carbon on the surface, the
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adaptation of the structure is associated with the
phase transformation of non-diamond forms of
carbon into diamond and is most noticeable in the
low-temperature region at high pressures. At the
same time, the issue of synthesizing a nanocrystalline
material based on diamond at lower parameters of
thermobaric treatment is of theoretical and practical
interest.
According to the studies [20, 44], the phase
composition of nanodiamond powders and composite
materials based on them is largely determined by the
atmosphere
of
preliminary
annealing
of
nanodiamonds. In particular, if heat treatment of
nanodiamonds in an inert atmosphere leads to the
appearance of graphite in them, then annealing in a
hydrogen atmosphere in nanodiamond powder
3
increases the fraction of sp carbon [20, 44].
Modification of nanodiamonds (a detonation
diamond-containing mixture) in a protective
(reducing) atmosphere of various compositions also
has an overwhelming effect on the structural-phase
composition of the resulting diamond materials at the
nano-, meso-, and microstructural levels [45, 46].
As a result of annealing of nanodiamonds in a
hydrogen atmosphere, oxygen and oxygen-containing
functional groups are removed from the surface of
nanodiamonds, which leads to an increase in the
temperature of the diamond–graphite reverse phase
transformation and enhances the properties of
diamond polycrystals sintered under conditions
of high pressures and temperatures [47, 48].
Treatment of nanodiamonds with pressures of
6–8 GPa at temperatures above 1000 °C in a hydrogencontaining atmosphere (fluid) based on naphthalene
decomposition products (mixtures of CH4, H2 and
other hydrocarbons) promotes the reduction
(destruction) of oxygen-containing groups, thereby
protecting the nanodiamond core from graphitization
and ensures diffusion carbon to the surface of
nanodiamonds. During the thermal decomposition of
naphthalene in the diamond stability region,
in addition to the formation of various hydrocarbons,
carbon nanoparticles, which participate in the process
of nanodiamond growth to submicron and micron
sizes, are additionally formed [49]. Preliminary
treatment of nanodiamonds with saturated acyclic
hydrocarbons (hexane, paraffin, mono- and dibasic
alcohols) before sintering in the region of diamond
stability (5–8 GPa, 1300–1800 °C) leads to the
growth of diamond particles due to the so-called
oriented attachment mechanism. The addition of
organic carbon-containing compounds stimulates the
implementation of this mechanism of nanodiamond
growth in the P, T-region of diamond stability [50].
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Based on numerous studies, it can be argued that
the functional coating on the surface of both diamond
nanoparticles and non-diamond forms of carbon
(graphite, graphite-like onion carbon, fullerenes)
plays an important role in the processes of diamond
polycondensation.
In this regard, the complex modification of
nanodiamonds with a thin layer of non-diamond
carbon, followed by treatment (functionalization) of
the nanodiamond surface in various gaseous media
(reductive, oxidizing, hydrocarbon) will contribute to
the preservation of the original diamond and the
formation of a diamond phase both due to the
decomposition of carbon-containing molecules and
diffusion of carbon to the nanodiamond surface and
due to the transition of non-diamond carbon to
diamond at lower pressures and temperatures
corresponding to the stability region of “bulk”
graphite in the phase diagram of carbon.
2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Materials
The initial material for obtaining nanostructured
PSHMs is nanodiamond powder produced by NP
CJSC Sinta (Minsk), purified from impurities and
non-diamond forms of carbon. The formation of a
carbon coating on purified nanodiamonds was carried
out by vacuum annealing at a temperature of 950 °C.
2.2. Determination of the structure
and properties of powders
The appearance of the powders was examined
using a Micro-200 optical microscope (Planar
Production Association, Belarus). Transmission
electron microscopy (TEM) was performed using an
EM-125 electron microscope with an accelerating
voltage in the range of 20–150 kV. The morphology
of the surface and fracture of the sintered samples
was studied using an atomic force microscope (AFM)
NT-206 (ODO MicroTestMashiny, Belarus) in the
contact mode. The microstructure of the obtained
diamond materials was studied on a certified highresolution scanning electron microscope (SEM) Mira
by Tescan (Czech Republic) with a resolution of
1.7 nm (at 30 kV) and 2.0 nm (at 20 kV).
X-ray studies of the powders were performed on
a Bruker D8 ADVANCE diffractometer in Cu-Kα
radiation in automatic shooting mode.
The microhardness of the nanostructured
composites was determined on a Micromet-II
microhardness tester (Buehler, Switzerland) with
a diamond indenter according to the Vickers scale

with an indenter load of 100 g. The compact density
was measured by weighing in carbon tetrachloride.
Grinding of sintering products was carried out in
an NK 40 desktop laboratory vibrating mill (Russia)
for 5 min.
2.3. Surface modification of nanodiamond surface
by vacuum annealing
Surface modification of purified nanodiamond
powder with non-diamond (graphite-like) carbon was
carried out by vacuum annealing of nanodiamonds
under the following conditions: the residual pressure
–3
in the vacuum chamber was 10 mm Hg. Art.,
annealing temperature was 900 °C.
2
After vacuum annealing, a thin sp -carbon layer
up to 1 nm thick was formed on the surface of
nanodiamonds [20]. The weight reduction of
nanodiamond powder after heat treatment was
10 wt. % due to the desorption of surface functional
groups and compounds of carbon with oxygen and
nitrogen, as well as adsorbed water [51]. Annealed
nanodiamond powder forms aggregated with a grain
size of 0.1–1 µm based on diamond crystallites about
10 nm in size [52].
Next, by briquetting the nanodiamond powder at
a pressing pressure of 400–600 MPa, porous
preforms were obtained (Fig. 2) with a porosity of
about 55–60 % and a pore size in the range of
10–100 nm, which were then mechanically ground
into granules. The structure of preforms based on
nanodiamonds with a pyrocarbon coating is described
in [53].
Gas-phase modification of the obtained granules
was carried out in various gaseous media. On the one
hand, the annealing of nanodiamonds in granules
makes it possible to ensure the purity of the powder
from impurities (the absence of penetration of foreign
inclusions and impurities), on the other hand, during
annealing in a carbon-containing gas environment,
under appropriately selected conditions, grains of
finely dispersed diamond powders can coalesce [54].
2.4. Chemical surface modification of powders
and thermobaric treatment
Modification of granulated powders was carried
out by annealing them, respectively, in reducing,
oxidizing and hydrocarbon atmospheres in a sealed
container under a fusible seal [3] at a temperature of
900 °C.
Thermobaric treatment of nanodiamonds after
modification was carried out under conditions of high
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 2. Pressing surface from nanodiamonds modified with sp2-carbon: a – ×100; b – ×400

static pressures in an “anvil with a hole” high-pressure
apparatus in the pressure range of 1.0–4.0 GPa
at temperatures from 1100 to 1450 °C for 15–30 s.
3. Results and Discussion
Fig. 2 shows an image of the surface structure of
a porous sample made of nanodiamonds modified
2
with sp -carbon.

Table 1. Sizes of graphite and diamond crystallites
after modification of nanodiamonds with NFC
in dissammonium and thermobaric sintering
Processing
options

Crystallite size Deffect, Å

P, GPa

t, s

Graphite phase

Diamond phase

3.1. Investigation of the material structure
after annealing in a protective disammonia
atmosphere and thermobaric treatment

1.0

15

65 ± 1.1

55 ± 1.1

1.0

30

85 ± 1.1

57 ± 1.1

The study determined the effect of preliminary
annealing in a disammonia atmosphere and
parameters of thermobaric sintering on the structure
of a material based on nanodiamonds with graphitelike carbon on the surface.
As an atmosphere for modification, dissammonium
composition was used, %: H2 – 75; O2 ≤ 0,002;
NH3 – 0,005–0,01; N2 was the rest (dew point
temperature was 30 °C).
Based on the data of X-ray diffraction analysis,
it has been found that annealing in a disammonia
reducing atmosphere and thermobaric treatment in
the pressure range of 1.0–2.5 GPa at a temperature of
1400 °C and a time of more than 15 s leads to the
appearance of graphite, the content of which
increases with increasing time of thermobaric
treatment. This agrees with the previously obtained
data on thermobaric treatment in the indicated
P, T range of dissammonium-modified purified
nanodiamonds and diamond detonation charge
containing non-diamond forms of carbon (NFC) in an
amount of up to 50 wt. % [3, 28, 55].
The size assessment of the coherent scattering
regions (CSR) of the diamond phase showed that the
size of diamond crystallites slightly increased
compared to the initial one and is in the range of

1.5

45

107 ± 1.1

88 ± 1.1

2.5

30

105 ± 1.1

74 ± 1.1

2.5

60

109 ± 4.0

96 ± 4.0
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5–10 nm after sintering for 15–60 s. Similar values
were also obtained by analyzing the resulting
nanomaterial with a scanning electron microscope.
The size of coherent scattering regions (CSR)
of graphite increases from 5.5 nm to 10–11 nm after
15 and 30–60 s of thermobaric treatment, respectively
(Table 1).
3.2. Study of the material structure after annealing
in an oxidizing atmosphere of carbon monoxide
and thermobaric treatment
Modification of nanodiamonds with a
graphitized surface in an oxidizing atmosphere based
on carbon monoxide CO2 does not prevent
graphitization of nanodiamonds during their
thermobaric treatment under the same conditions, but
leads to a more significant growth of diamond
nanocrystallites (20–40 nm) compared to treatment in
a disammonia reducing atmosphere.
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Table 2. Sizes of graphite and diamond crystallites
after annealing of nanodiamonds with NFC
in an oxidizing CO2 atmosphere and thermobaric sintering

In this case, the growth of diamond crystallites
can be represented in accordance with the reactions
according to the scheme:
Cgr + CO2 → [2CO] → Cdiam + CO2.

Processing
options

Crystallite size Deffect, Å

P, GPa

t, s

Graphite phase

Diamond phase

1.5

15

60 ± 1.1

54 ± 1.1

1.5

30

90 ± 1.1

85 ± 1.1

1.5

60

95± 1.1

98 ± 1.1

2.5

30

55 ± 4.0

90 ± 4.0

2.5

60

60 ± 4.0

107 ± 4.0

(а)

In parallel with an increase in the time of
thermobaric treatment, the growth of graphite
crystallites is observed (see Table 2), however, with
an increase in pressure, the growth of graphite
crystallites slows down.
The sizes of crystallites of the diamond and
graphite phases after annealing of nanodiamonds in
an oxidizing atmosphere and subsequent thermobaric
treatment are given in Table 2, and the appearance
and structure of the resulting material are shown in
Fig. 3a, b.

(b)

(c)

Fig. 3. Structure of as intered material based on nanodiamonds after annealing
in an oxidizing atmosphere of CO2 and thermobaric treatment at a pressure of 2.5 GPa:
a – thermobaric treatment time 30 s; b, c – 60 s; a, b – sintered diamond polycrystalline particles;
c – individual diamond crystallites

3.3. Study of the material structure
after modification with hydrocarbon-containing
compounds and thermobaric treatment
Previously [3, 47, 48], it has been demonstrated
that the preliminary modification of purified
nanodiamonds with hydrogen and hydrocarbons
(methane) prevents graphitization of nanodiamonds
during sintering under high pressure (6–8 GPa) due to
the purification of the nanodiamond surface from
oxygen and oxygen-containing groups and promotes
sintering of the material, which manifests itself in an
increase in its mechanical properties (microhardness).
The influence of modification of nanodiamonds
coated with non-diamond carbon with hydrocarboncontaining compounds on the synthesis of diamond
nanopolycrystalline material at a lower pressure level
of 1–4 GPa was studied.

Modification
of
nanodiamonds
with
hydrocarbon-containing compounds was carried out
by two methods: heat treatment (annealing) of
nanodiamonds in a hydrocarbon (methane)
atmosphere, as well as by adding ethyl alcohol
C2H5OH followed by annealing (drying) of
nanodiamonds at a temperature of 90 °C.
Study of the material structure after modification
with methane. As in the previous cases, P, Ttreatment of nanodiamonds after modification with
methane at pressures of 1.5–2.5 GPa, temperatures
above 1400 °C and time over 15 s is accompanied by
the processes of graphitization and recrystallization
of nanodiamonds (Fig. 4).
It should be noted that as a result of mechanical
dispersion (grinding) of compacts in a planetary mill
for 5 min, a large number of nanopolycrystalline
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Icounts

C Graphite (002)

C Diamond (111)

C Diamond (220)
C Graphite (004)
2θ, degree
Fig. 4. X-ray pattern of the material based on nanodiamonds after modification with methane (CH4) and P, T-treatment at
P – 1.5 GPa, T – 1450 °C, t –30 s

(a)

(b)

Fig. 5. Polycrystalline particles based on nanodiamonds after modifying annealing
in a methane atmosphere and sintering at a pressure of 2.5 GPa:
a – individual polycrystalline particles; b – particles of submicron size with faceting

(and possibly single-crystalline) diamond particles of
submicron and micron sizes are formed on their basis,
which indicates the active occurrence of diamond
crystallization and recrystallization processes and the
formation of sufficiently strong bonds between
diamond crystallites in a polycrystal.
Fig. 5 shows the structure of the nanodiamond
material after annealing in a hydrocarbon atmosphere
of methane and sintering at a pressure of 2.5 GPa.
Fig. 5a shows submicron particles based on
nanodiamond crystallites with sizes of about
264

10–15 nm, as well as a larger (about 150 nm) faceted
particle formed as a result of recrystallization.
Fig. 5b shows faceted particles (the sizes of the
obtained particles are mainly 50–200 nm).
Study of the material structure after modification
with alcohol. Under conditions of high pressures and
temperatures, ethanol dehydrates to form ethylene
С2Н4, water, and products of its thermal
decomposition (Н2, СН4, С4Н6, С6Н6) [56] which
form a fluid based on them. These compounds, on the
one hand, contribute to the destruction of oxygen-
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containing groups on the surface of nanodiamonds,
protecting the diamond core of nanodiamonds from
graphitization, and, on the other hand, ensure the
growth of the diamond phase on the surface of initial
nanodiamond grains [49]. The resulting water also
has a catalytic effect on the process of diamond
formation.
Thermobaric treatment of nanodiamonds after
their modification with ethyl alcohol was carried out
at pressures of 2.5 and 4.0 GPa and a temperature of
1450 °C with isothermal exposure for 15–30 s.
The structure of the obtained material is shown
in Fig. 6.
The analysis of the microstructure of the
obtained nanodiamond materials shows that an
increase in the duration of the thermobaric treatment
from 15 to 30 s leads to an increase in the average
size of diamond crystallites from 5–12 to 10–20 nm.
At the same time, an increase in the pressure of
thermobaric treatment to 4.0 GPa at the same
temperature and duration of thermobaric treatment
contributes to the suppression of the graphitization
process and the formation of nanostructured
polycrystalline diamond particles up to 2 μm in size.
The data given in the table demonstrates that
an increase in the pressure of thermobaric treatment
for this system promotes the growth of diamond
crystallites and suppresses the growth of graphite
crystallites.
It can be noted that, in general, modification
with hydrocarbon-containing compounds promotes
the synthesis and growth of diamond crystallites and
their sintering into polycrystals (Fig. 7).

(а)

Table 3. Sizes of graphite and diamond crystallites
in the products of nanodiamond sintering
with non-diamond carbon after their modification
in a methane atmosphere depending on pressure
Processing
options
Р = 2.5 GPa,
t = 15 s
Р = 4.0 GPa,
t = 15 s

Phase

Crystallite size
Deffect, Å

Graphite

89 ± 6.941

Diamond

25 ± 5.803

Graphite

72 ± 11.766

Diamond

30 ± 5.803

Thus, the modifying treatment of nanodiamonds
before their thermobaric sintering leads to an increase
in the microhardness of diamond polycrystals.
The microhardness of a material based on
nanodiamonds that have not undergone preliminary
processing and sintered in the pressure range of
2.5–4.0 GPa does not exceed 6–8 GPa [3, 52].
Annealing in dissammonium and thermobaric
treatment in the same pressure range leads to an
increase in the microhardness of sintered polycrystals
to 8–10 GPa, treatment in an oxidizing atmosphere to
12–15 GPa, and modification with hydrocarboncontaining compounds (methane, alcohol) to
20–25 GPa. The scatter in the microhardness values
of the samples may be due to the highly
nonequilibrium conditions of diamond synthesis
under high-speed sintering conditions.

(b)

Fig. 6. Structure of the sintered material based on nanodiamonds after modification
in alcohol and thermobaric treatment at pressures of 2.5 GPa:
a – time of thermobaric treatment 15 s; b –30 s
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Fig. 7. Comparison of the material structures based on nanodiamonds after modification and thermobaric treatment:
а – modification in a reducing atmosphere (dissammonium); b – in a CH4 hydrocarbon atmosphere; c – modification in
alcohol C2H5OH (Thermobaric treatment pressure was 2.5 GPa, time was 30 s)

The data presented allows concluding that the
greatest increase in the material microhardness takes
place after modifying treatment, which stimulates the
processes of diamond synthesis from hydrocarboncontaining compounds.
At the same time, an increase in the pressure of
thermobaric treatment additionally increases the
thermodynamic stimulus for the transformation of
thin carbon layers into diamond and stimulates the
growth and sintering of diamond grains.
4. Conclusion
1. It has been shown that the production of
nanopolycrystalline diamond materials based on
detonation nanodiamonds can be carried out at
relatively low pressures of thermobaric sintering,
corresponding to the stability region of “bulk”
graphite.
Detonation synthesis nanodiamond with a
particle size of 4–10 nm with a thin coating based on
graphite-like carbon (non-diamond forms of carbon)
additionally modified with carbon-containing
compounds in the C–O–H system can serve as a
starting material for these purposes.
It
has
been
demonstrated
that
the
functionalization (modification) of the nanodiamond
surface with carbon-containing compounds (СО2,
СН4, С2Н5ОН) coated with graphite-like carbon
plays a decisive role in the processes of diamond
polycondensation
during
the
synthesis
of
nanopolycrystalline diamond material.
2. It has been established that as a result of
modifying
the
nanodiamond
surface
with
dissammonium, the size of nanodiamond crystallites
after sintering at pressures of 1.0–2.5 GPa practically
does not increase compared to the initial one and is in
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the range of 5–10 nm. The size of graphite crystallites
increases from 5.5 nm after sintering for 15 s to
10–11 nm after 30–60 s of thermobaric treatment.
The regularities of changes in the phase
composition and sizes of diamond and graphite
crystallites in nanocomposites based on nanodiamond
with a graphitized surface after annealing in
a reducing atmosphere of dissammonium and
sintering in the stability region of “bulk” graphite do
not change compared to composites based on
a diamond detonation charge and nanodiamonds
with a non-diamond surface carbon forms.
3. Modification of nanodiamond with nondiamond forms of carbon (NFC) in an oxidizing
atmosphere based on carbon monoxide CO2 does not
prevent nanodiamond graphitization during their
thermobaric treatment under the same conditions, but
leads to a more significant growth of diamond
nanocrystallites (20–40 nm) compared to treatment of
disammonia in a reducing atmosphere due to
reactions according to the scheme: Cgr + CO2 →
→ [2CO] → Cdiam + CO2.
Modification of nanodiamonds with CH4
methane and subsequent sintering at pressures of 1.5–
2.5 GPa at temperatures above 1400 °C and sintering
time of more than 15 s is also accompanied by the
processes of graphitization and recrystallization
of nanodiamonds. In this case, the formation of
polycrystalline (single-crystalline) diamond particles
of submicron and micron sizes indicates the active
occurrence of diamond crystallization and
recrystallization processes and the formation of
strong bonds between diamond crystallites in a
polycrystal.
Modification of nanodiamond with non-diamond
forms of carbon (NFC) with ethyl alcohol and
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thermobaric treatment at pressures of 2.5 and 4.0 GPa
and a temperature of 1450 °C with isothermal
exposure for 15–30 s leads to an increase in the
average size of diamond crystallites from 5–12 to 10–
20 nm. At the same time, an increase in the pressure
of thermobaric treatment to 4.0 GPa at the same
temperature and duration of thermobaric treatment
contributes to the suppression of the graphitization
process and the formation of nanostructured
polycrystalline diamond particles up to 2 μm in size.
4. Modifying treatment of nanodiamonds before
their thermobaric sintering leads to an increase
in the microhardness of diamond polycrystals.
The microhardness of the material based on
nanodiamond particles that have not undergone
pretreatment and sintered in the pressure range of
2.5–4.0 GPa does not exceed 6–8 GPa. Annealing
in dissamiac and thermobaric treatment in the same
pressure range leads to an increase in the
microhardness of sintered polycrystals to 8–10 GPa,
treatment in an oxidizing atmosphere to 12–15 GPa,
modification with hydrocarbon-containing compounds
(methane, alcohol) – up to 20–25 GPa.
As a result, it can be concluded that the greatest
increase in the microhardness of the material occurs
after the modifying treatment with hydrocarbons,
which stimulates the processes of diamond synthesis
from the gas phase. Increasing the pressure of
thermobaric treatment from 1.5 to 4 GPa suppresses
the diamond graphitization process and increases the
thermodynamic stimulus for the transformation of
graphite-like carbon into diamond, activating
recrystallization and sintering of diamond grains.
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Abstract: The object of this study is composite multicomponent nanostructured coatings, which are used to increase the
durability of the working surfaces of valves operated at critical facilities in the petrochemical and nuclear industries.
The aim of thestudy is to experimentally determine the main characteristics of coatings Ti–TiN–(Ti, Mo, Al)N,
Ti–CrN–(Cr, Mo, Al)N, Ti–Zr–ZrN–(Zr, Mo, Al)N obtained by the method of substance condensation by cathodevacuum-arc deposition with filtration of the microdroplet phase, and to select the most preferable characteristics for shutoff valves. To determine the coefficient of dry friction, tribological tests were carried out, instrumental indentation was
used to establish the hardness of the samples, and the roughness was determined by the profile method. It was found that
the best values of the studied characteristics, namely, indentation hardness (38.9 GPa) and roughness (average profile
deviation is 0.242 μm), according to the test results, are samples coated with Cr–CrN–(Cr, Mo, Al)N ; according to the
results of tribological tests, the Cr–CrN–(Cr, Mo, Al)N coating also has the lowest friction coefficient (0.0806).
A promising direction for further research may be the development and study of new multicomponent nanocomposite
coatings based on high-entropy alloys.
Keywords: nanostructured multicomponent coatings; cathodic-vacuum-arc deposition; stop valves; modulus of elasticity
during indentation; hardness; roughness; dry friction coefficient; tests.
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Исследование характеристик наноструктурированных покрытий
запорной арматуры для эксплуатации в агрессивных условиях
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Аннотация: Объектом настоящего исследования являются композиционные многокомпонентные наноструктурированные покрытия, которые используют для повышения долговечности рабочих поверхностей
запорной арматуры, эксплуатируемой на ответственных объектах нефтехимической и атомной промышленности.
Цель настоящей работы заключается в экспериментальном определении основных характеристик покрытий
Ti–TiN–(Ti, Mo, Al)N, Ti–CrN–(Cr, Mo, Al)N, Ti–Zr–ZrN–(Zr, Mo, Al)N, полученных методом конденсации
вещества катодно-вакуумно-дуговым осаждением с фильтрацией микрокапельной фазы, для выбора наиболее
предпочтительных для запорной арматуры. В целях определения коэффициента сухого трения проводили трибо270
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логические испытания, для установления твердости образцов использовали инструментальное индентирование,
шероховатость определяли профильным методом. Установлено, что наилучшими значениями исследуемых
характеристик, а именно твердости при индентировании (38,9 ГПа) и шероховатости (среднее отклонение
профиля равно 0,242 мкм) по результатам испытаний, обладают образцы с покрытием Cr–CrN–(Cr, Mo, Al)N;
по результатам трибологических испытаний наименьший коэффициент трения (0,0806) также имеет покрытие
Cr–CrN–(Cr, Mo, Al)N. Перспективным направлением дальнейших исследований может стать разработка и
исследование новых многокомпонентных нанокомпозитных покрытий на основе высокоэнтропийных сплавов.
Ключевые слова: наноструктурированные многокомпонентные покрытия; катодно-вакуумно-дуговые осаждения;
запорная арматура; модуль упругости при индентировании; твердость; шероховатость; коэффициент сухого
трения; испытания.
Для цитирования: Nogmov MKh, Oleinik AV, Tekeev RKh. A study of the characteristics of nanostructured coatings of
valves for operation in aggressive conditions. Journal of Advanced Materials and Technologies. 2022;7(4):270-280.
DOI:10.17277/jamt.2022.04.pp.270-280

1. Introduction
Shut-off valves are an indispensable component
of technical equipment used in the processing and oil
and gas industries, as well as nuclear energy [1].
Due to the constant technical improvement combined
with an improvement of technical characteristics and
expansion of the range of permissible loads, as well
as due to the need for special equipment for working
in aggressive conditions, solving the problem of
ensuring wear resistance and durability of technical
tools and equipment remains an urgent scientific and
technical task [2].
An increase in durability and wear resistance of
products is closely related to an increase in their
reliability. The rational choice of materials, the
optimal design of friction units and the optimization
of the operating conditions of the designed products
are of great importance for increasing their service
life [3, 4]. To improve the characteristics of friction
units, a number of different processing methods are
used, such as cutting, heat treatment, surfacing,
surface plastic deformation hardening, thermomechanical and chemical processing, wear-resistant
coatings, detonation, gas-plasma, plasma, electric arc
spraying, spraying, etc., as well as surface
modification due to the deposition of various
functional coatings [5–7].
Thus, a significant increase in wear resistance of
loaded friction elements of shut-off valves becomes
possible as a result of the development and
implementation of new technologies for modifying
the surface of materials. To date, a large number of
different coatings have been developed, among which
multicomponent nanocomposite coatings are not in
the last place [8–12].
The development and implementation of new
materials is a complex task that requires research to
confirm their effectiveness [13–15]. In the case of
functional coatings, such experimental studies are

often tests for hardness, roughness, and tribology
[16–23].
The aim of the research is an experimental study
of
multicomponent
nanocomposite
coatings
Ti–TiN–(Ti, Mo, Al)N, Ti–CrN–(Cr, Mo, Al)N,
Ti–Zr–ZrN–(Zr, Mo, Al)N, obtained by the method
of substance condensation by cathode-vacuum-arc
deposition with microdroplet phase filtration, for the
subsequent determination of the most preferred
coating technology.
2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Object of study
The object of this study is multicomponent
nanocomposite
coatings
of
the
following
compositions: Ti–TiN–(Ti, Mo, Al)N; Ti–CrN–(Cr,
Mo, Al)N; Ti–Zr–ZrN–(Zr, Mo, Al)N. The substrate
material for deposition of these coatings was
structural cryogenic steel 12Kh18N10T with high
corrosion resistance (Russian Standard 5632–2014
[24]). Table 1 provides information on the thickness,
initial components, and elemental composition of
multicomponent nanocomposite coatings.
2.2. Coating method
The coatings under consideration were applied
using a VIT-2 installation for applying
multicomponent nanocomposite coatings. The
technological process of applying these coatings on
the surface of parts included 4 stages:
– preparatory;
– ion cleaning and heating;
– deposition of multicomponent nanocomposite
coatings;
– product cooling.
The preparatory stage is a vacuum pumping in a
vacuum system. The starting stage includes cleaning
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Table 1. Multicomponent nanocomposite coatings
Coating

Coating
thickness, µm

Ti–TiN–(Ti,
Mo, Al)N
Ti–CrN–(Cr,
Mo, Al)N
Ti– Zr–ZrN–
(Zr, Mo, Al)N

Elemental composition
of initial substances

The TiN system, which The nanolayer structure of the studied
contains about 40 at. % Mo coatings has a periodic structure, with the
and about 10 at. % Al
value of the nanolayer period λ of 43 nm
4

The CrN system, which The nanolayer structure of the studied
contains about 40 at. % Mo coatings has a periodic structure, with the
and about 10 at. % Al
value of the nanolayer period λ of 48 nm
The ZrN system, which The nanolayer structure of the studied
contains about 40 at. % Mo coatings has a periodic structure, with the
and about 10 at. % Al
value of the nanolayer period λ of 40 nm

the tool with a glow discharge. Next, ion processing
and deposition of coatings on the work piece takes
place.
During the study, samples with a multicomponent
nanocomposite coating were subjected to hardness,
roughness and tribological tests.
2.3. Testing methods
Hardness tests were based on the Russian
Standard 8.748–2011 (ISO 14577-1:2002) and taken
to measure the hardness (modulus of elasticity during
indentation)
of
experimental
samples
of
multicomponent nanocomposite coatings [25].
To ensure the operability of shut-off valves, the
surface hardness (modulus of elasticity during
indentation) of samples with multicomponent
nanocomposite coatings of different composition was
supposed to be approximately 30 GPa.
When considering the quality of coatings,
special attention was paid to roughness, which was
measured according to the Russian Standard
19300–86 [26].
Tribological tests were carried out to determine
the coefficient of dry friction. The essence of the
method is as follows: the universal friction machine
MTU-1 (TU 4271-001-29034600–2004) implements
a test method for friction and wear of materials,
which is based on the mutual movement in a
horizontal plane of a coated material sample pressed
against each other with a given force and counter
bodies made of F-4 grade fluoroplast without
lubricants.
Table 2 provides information on samples with a
multicomponent nanocomposite coating that passed
the corresponding test. All tests began with the
control of the experimental sample by a visual control
method using such measuring instruments as:
a magnifying glass according to Russian Standard
272

Main characteristics

Table 2. Test samples
Test type

Sample type

Sample size

Hardness

Plate

50×50×5 mm

Roughness

Plate

50×50×5 mm

Tribology

Cylinder

Diameter 20 mm,
length 25 mm

25706–83 and a caliper according to Russian
Standard 166–89. Samples that did not have visually
observable defects were allowed to be tested [27, 28].
Before testing for hardness, the surface of each
test sample was thoroughly cleaned of impurities and
degreased. To do this, the surface of the samples was
wiped with technical semi-coarse-wool felt according
to Russian Standard 6308–71, abundantly moistened
in technical hydrolysis rectified ethyl alcohol
according to Russian Standard 55878–2013 [29, 30].
2.3.1. Method for determining the modulus
of elasticity during indentation
When determining the modulus of elasticity
during indentation, measurements were carried out at
least in five places on the surface of the test object.
The location of the imprint centers was chosen
according to the designated control zones (Fig. 1).
The test result was calculated as the arithmetic mean
of the measurements.
The results of hardness tests were measured after
the removal of the test load. Therefore, the effect of
elastic deformation of the material under the impact
of the indenter tip was not taken into account.
By tracing the full cycle of loading and unloading of
the test load, it is possible to determine hardness values
that are equivalent to those measured by classical
hardness measurement methods. Also, this method
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ЕIT =

1 − ν 2S

(

ER−1 − 1 − νi2 Ei

)

,

(1)

where ν S is Poisson's ratio of the test material; νi is
Poisson's ratio of the tip material (for diamond 0.07);
Ei is modulus of the tip elasticity (for diamond
–1

1.14⋅106 N⋅mm );

Fig. 1. Control zones on the surface of the test object,
on which d is the diameter of the smallest indentation circle

makes it possible to determine additional properties
of the material, such as its modulus of indentation
elasticity and elastoplastic hardness. Continuous
measurement of load values and indentation depth
makes it possible to determine the properties of the
coating under study, which is schematically shown in
Fig. 2.
The values of the test load F and the
corresponding indentation depth h were recorded
throughout the measurement. As a result, the data
were obtained on the applied load and the
corresponding indentation depth as a function of
time, the F–h-diagram. The value of the indentation
elastic modulus EIT was close to the value of the
Young’s modulus of the material. The value of the
EIT modulus was calculated using the formula (1):
F
Fmax

1

3
2
hp

hg

hmax h

Fig. 2. Correlation between load and indentation depth
(F–h-diagram): 1 – curve corresponding to the increase
in test load (loading); 2 – curve corresponding to a decrease
in the test load (unloading); 3 – tangent to curve 2 for Fmax

ER = π 2C Ap

is reduced

modulus of elasticity in the indentation area;
С = dh / dF is compliance at the point of contact,
determined from the load release curve at maximum
load (reciprocal of the contact stiffness); Ap is crosssectional area of the contact surface between the tip
and the test sample, determined from the load curve
on F–h-diagram and tip area functions.
2.3.2. Method for determining roughness
To carry out tests to determine the roughness, a
model 130 profilometer-profilographwas used with
the 1st degree of accuracy according to Russian
Standard 19300–86 [26]. During testing, the
following tracing parameters were set for the
–1
profilometer: scanning speed 0.5 mm⋅s ; filter
λb =0.8 mm; scale Rt 50; tracing length 4 mm.
The microprofile measurement areas were evenly
distributed over the entire surface.
2.3.3. Method for determining the coefficient
of dry friction
During tribological tests, samples with a
multicomponent nanocomposite coating and an
uncoated sample were studied. For the study, counter
samples were used, which were uncoated flat disks
50 mm in diameter and 5 mm thick, made
of F-4 fluoroplast according to TU 6-05-810–88.
After visual control, the test objects were washed
with acetone in accordance with Russian Standard
2603–79, after which they were conditioned for at
least 88 hours of a standard test atmosphere 23/50
in accordance with Russian Standard 12423–2013
[31, 32].
Tribological tests were carried out using a
universal friction machine MTU-1. The distribution
of forces and loads in the contact is shown in Fig. 3,
where the following designations are accepted: Fload
is the force acting on the elastic element, Fd is the
interaction force of the contacting surfaces of the
friction pair, Rc is the average value of the contact
spot radius, R0 is the distance from the rotation circle
to the thrust pin.
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the tribocouple was calculated by the following
formula (3):
Fd R0 Fload
kTP = =
.
(3)
P
Rc P
3. Results and Discussion

Fd
Fload

R0
Rc
Fig. 3. Distribution of forces and loads in contact

Equating the moment of force in the contact spot
and the moment of force of the elastic element, one
can calculate the interaction force in the contact Fd
using the formula (2):

R0 Fload = Rc Fd ;
Fd = Fload R0 Rc .

(2)

Further, the force Fload was determined from the
calibration curves. The coefficient of dry friction in

The results of hardness tests are presented in
Tables 3–6; graphs of indentation depth versus load
for different types of coatings are in shown Figs. 4–6.
When processing the test results, the arithmetic
mean values and standard deviations for the values
for samples with various types of multicomponent
nanocomposite coatings were obtained (see Table 7).
From the presented results, one can make an
unambiguous conclusion that the surface hardness of
coated samples is much higher than for uncoated
ones. At the same time, the sample coated with Cr–
CrN–(Cr,Mo,Al)N showed the highest value of
indentation hardness, while uncoated samples showed
the lowest value of indentation hardness.
Figures 7a–d show the results of roughness
measurement tests; the arithmetic mean deviations of
the profile Ra and the maximum profile heights Rmax
for samples with different types of coatings are
presented in Table 8.

Table 3. Hardness test results for an uncoated metal sample

Name and designation
of the test object

Test
number

Metal sample
(steel 12Kh18N10T)

Measured value
Indentation hardness
H1T, GPa

Indentation elastic
modulus E1T, GPa

Elastic recovery
ηIT, %

1

2.4

153.7

12.0

2

2.5

156.8

11.3

3

2.4

142.1

12.0

4

2.4

149.5

11.8

5

2.5

151.4

11.7

Table 4. Results of hardness testing of the Ti–TiN–(Ti, Mo, Al)N coated sample

Name and designation
of the test object

Test
number

Ti–TiN–(Ti, Mo, Al)N
coated sample

274

Measured value
Indentation hardness
H1T, GPa

Indentation elastic
modulus E1T, GPa

Elastic recovery
ηIT, %

1

31.7

361.8

61.2

2

40.4

421.1

67.7

3

34.2

339.1

66.2

4

34.79

416.7

62.6

5

38.8

471.3

59.2
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Table 5. Results of hardness testing of the Ti–CrN–(Cr, Mo, Al)N coated sample

Name and designation
of the test object

Test
number

Cr–CrN–(Cr, Mo, Al)N
coated sample

Measured value
Indentation hardness
H1T, GPa

Indentation elastic
modulus E1T, GPa

Elastic recovery
ηIT, %

1

36.0

349.8

69.3

2

41.5

359.6

67.3

3

36.7

345.2

66.8

4

36.3

340.4

73.3

5

44.0

413.6

75.3

Table 6. Results of hardness testing of the Ti–Zr–ZrN–(Zr, Mo, Al)N coated sample

Name and designation
of the test object

Test
number

Zr–ZrN–(Zr, Mo, Al)N
coated sample

Measured value
Indentation hardness
H1T, GPa

Indentation elastic
modulus E1T, GPa

Elastic recovery
ηIT, %

1

23.5

270.6

61.8

2

25.4

271.9

61.5

3

23.8

319.5

74.6

4

28.0

373.6

56.3

5

24.4

381.7

79.1

Fig. 4. Graphs of indentation depth versus load for a Ti–TiN–(Ti, Mo, Al)N coated sample

The roughness test results of multicomponent
nanocomposite samples showed that Cr–CrN–(Cr,
Mo, Al)N had the least roughness of the presented
coatings, its arithmetic mean profile deviation Ra was
0.242, and the maximum profile height Rmax
was 0.609.

The tribological test results of samples are
shown in Table 9, with σ in Table 8 denoting the
–1
standard deviation. The test speed was 5 mm⋅s ; the
friction path for each specimen was 5 mm; run-in of
sample 1 took 16 s; run-in of sample 2 took 65 s; runin of sample 3 took 78 s; run-in of sample 4 took 52 s.
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Taable 7. Summ
mary of hardn
ness test resuults
Design valuees
Name and designation
d
of the tesst object

A
Arithmetic
meean value
Indentationn Indentatiion
hardness elastic moddulus
H1T, GPa
E1T, GP
Pa

Mean ssquare deviattion

Elaastic
reco
overy
ηITT, %

IIndentation
Indeentation
harrdness elaastic modulus
E1T, GPa
H1T, GPa

Elastic
recoveryy
ηIT, %

Uncoated steeel
U
1
12Kh18N10T
T

2.44

150.7

11
1.8

0
0.03

5.5

0.3

Ti–TiN–(Ti, Mo, Al)N
T
c
coated
samplle

35.9

402.0

63
3.4

3.5

52.3

3.6

Cr–CrN–(Cr,, Mo, Al)N
C
c
coated
samplle

38.9

361.7

70
0.4

3.6

29.9

3.7

Zr–ZrN–(Zr, Mo, Al)N
Z
c
coated
samplle

25.0

323.5

55
5.6

1.8

53.3

6.2

2
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1
2

(a)
2
1
(b)
1
2

(c)

2
1

(d)
Fig. 7. Roughness profilogram: a – Ti–TiN–(Ti, Mo, Al)N coatings;
b – Cr–CrN–(Cr, Mo, Al)N coatings; c – Zr–ZrN–(Zr, Mo, Al)N coatings;
d – uncoated sample. The profilograms of two independent measurements are shown in red 1 and green 2

Table 8. Summary of test results

Measured value
Name and designation of the test object

Arithmetic mean profile
deviation Ra, µm

Maximum profile height
Rmax, µm

Sample coated with Ti–TiN–(Ti, Mo, Al)N

0.362

1.030

Sample coated with Cr–CrN–(Cr, Mo, Al)N

0.242

0.609

Sample coated with Zr–ZrN–(Zr, Mo, Al)N

0.353

0.937

According to the test results, a sample with
a Ti–TiN–(Ti,Mo,Al)N coating in a friction pair with
a counter-sample from fluoroplast-4 showed the
highest coefficient of dry friction, and an uncoated
sample in a friction pair with a counter-sample from

fluoroplast-4 showed the smallest coefficient of
friction. At the same time, among the coated samples,
the smallest value of the friction coefficient is for the
sample coated with Cr–CrN–(Cr, Mo, Al)N.
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Table 9. Roughness test results

Name and designation of
the test object

Value
Axial force, N

Tangential force, N

Friction coefficient

Ti–TiN–(Ti, Mo, Al)N
coated steel disc

155.8
(σ = 0.3996)

18.84
(σ = 1.115)

0.1018
(σ = 0.007145)

Cr–CrN–(Cr, Mo, Al)N
coated steel disc

155.8
(σ = 0.4108)

23.81
(σ = 2.308)

0.0806
(σ = 0.01481)

Zr–ZrN–(Zr, Mo, Al)N
coated steel disc

155.8
(σ = 0.4109)

20.26
(σ = 1.848)

0.0867
(σ = 0.01186)

Uncoated steel disc

155.8
(σ = 0.4092)

9.08
(σ = 0.2482)

0.0583
(σ = 0.001576)

4. Conclusion
Due to the fact that valves are significant parts of
many engineering systems, they must have high
reliability and durability. In order to improve these
characteristics, new materials, coatings and
technologies are being developed and introduced.
In this work, the characteristics of multicomponent
nanocomposite coatings were studied: Ti–TiN–(Ti,
Mo, Al)N; Ti–CrN–(Cr, Mo, Al)N; Ti–Zr–ZrN–(Zr,
Mo, Al)N. In the course of testing hardness and
roughness, it was found that the best values of the
studied characteristics, namely, indentation hardness
(38.9 GPa) and roughness (average profile deviation
is 0.242 μm) demonstrated samples coated with
Cr–CrN–(Cr, Mo, Al)N; according to the results of
tribological tests, the lowest coefficient of friction
(0.0806) had the Cr–CrN–(Cr, Mo, Al)N coating.
Despite these results, further research is needed
in this area. A possible promising direction may be
the development and creation of new multicomponent
nanocomposite coatings based on high-entropy
alloys.
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Abstract: The inertia of silicon carbide (SiC) when creating polymer composite materials (PCM) often does not allow
creating a high-quality final product. This is due to the weak interfacial interaction between the filler and the polymer.
This paper presents a method for modifying silicon carbide with a controlled content of 3-aminopropyltriethoxysilane
(APTES) on its surface. The modifier will create active functional groups on the surface of silicon carbide, and they will
be the first to interact. In the study, a step-by-step assessment of the change in the surface of filler particles during the
formation of reactive groups by IR spectroscopy was carried out and the effect of the proposed method on the bulk density
of SiC particles was determined. The presented work contains data on the study of the adsorption kinetics of the filler after
its modification, and describes the conditions under which the most complete addition of functional groups occurs during
treatment with silane.The factors that can be used to vary the content of functional groups on the surface of silicon carbide,
thus changing its activity, have been identified. The effectiveness of the proposed modification method is shown and
samples with a reactive surface of SiC particles are obtained, which are the most promising for the creation of polymer
composite materials.
Keywords: silicon carbide; filler modification method; aminopropyltriethoxysilane; APTES; polymer composite material;
chemisorptions; polyimide.
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surface of silicon carbide with a controlled number of functional groups on surface. Journal of Advanced Materials and
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Аннотация: Инертность карбида кремния (SiC) при создании полимерных композиционных материалов (ПКМ)
часто не позволяет создать качественное конечное изделие. Это обусловлено слабым межфазным
взаимодействием между наполнителем и полимером. В данной работе представлен способ модификации карбида
кремния с управляемым содержанием 3-аминопропилтриэтоксисилана (АПТЭС) на его поверхности.
Модификатор создает активные функциональные группы на поверхности карбида кремния, и именно они будут
первыми вступать во взаимодействие. В исследовании проведена поэтапная оценка изменения поверхности частиц
наполнителя при образовании реакционноспособных групп методом ИК-спектроскопии, и определено влияние
предлагаемого способа на насыпную плотность частиц SiC. Представленная работа содержит данные об
исследовании кинетики адсорбции наполнителя после его модификации и описывает условия, при которых
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происходит наиболее полное присоединение функциональных групп при обработке силаном. Выявлены факторы,
с помощью которых можно варьировать содержание функциональных групп на поверхности карбида кремния,
изменяя таким образом ее активность. Показана эффективность предложенного метода модификации и получены
образцы с реакционноспособной поверхностью частиц SiC, являющиеся наиболее перспективными для создания
полимерных композиционных материалов.
Ключевые слова: карбид кремния; модификация поверхности; аминопропилтриэтоксисилан; АПТЭС;
полимерный композиционный материал; хемосорбция; полиимид.
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1. Introduction
The development of modern technology requires
new structural materials that are superior in strength,
elasticity and properties. Most of the polymer
composites are developed for the aerospace industry.
At the same time, these materials and technologies
for their production are also promising in many other
industries, such as construction, shipbuilding,
mechanical engineering, energy, instrumentation,
medicine, railway engineering and other industries.
The development of polymer composite
materials (PCM) technology currently depends on
research into interaction of polymer matrices and
fillers. The introduction of the latter (mainly
inorganic) into the polymer matrix makes it possible
for composites to demonstrate new, often unique
properties, such as their hardness, high thermal
stability, and mechanical properties. In addition,
varying the content of the filler in the polymer matrix
allows you to change both the processing parameters
and the performance characteristics of the final
material. The properties of composite materials are
largely determined by the parameters of interfacial
interaction. The formation of this layer makes it
possible to obtain composites with target
characteristics: increased rigidity, wear resistance,
resistance to thermal oxidation, and a controlled level
of thermal conductivity. Variation of the latter is
required when creating a design with a heat sink in
electronic technology for a satellite system, as well as
in designs with shape memory, in which the effect
that occurs is initiated by heating.
However, polymer-based composites are limited
by their low thermal conductivity, which for most
–1
polymers lies in the range of 0.05–0.35 W⋅(m·K) .
The increase in the thermal conductivity of polymers
increases due to the creation of heat-conducting
structures based on fillers with high thermal
conductivity, such as carbon nanotubes, graphene,
graphite, boron nitride, aluminum nitride, aluminum
oxide, silicon carbide, and others [1]. The addition of
such fillers leads to the formation of continuous heat282

conducting chains in the polymer product. It is noted
in [2] that at low filler concentrations, the increase in
thermal conductivity has an almost linear dependence
on the composition.
Silicon carbide (SiC) is used to develop polymer
composite materials operating at high temperatures,
power, and high radiation conditions. It has
semiconductor properties, chemical resistance and
chemical inertness; therefore it has a wide range of
applications: in mechanical engineering, metallurgy,
nuclear, aerospace and chemical industries. However,
the use of SiC as a modifying additive in polymer
compositions is difficult due to insufficient chemical
activity of its surface. This further leads to poor
interaction of chemically inert SiC with the polymer
and deterioration of the properties of the polymer
composition, both at the manufacturing stage and
during its operation.
When filler is added to the polymer, the first
interactions occur depending on the functionality of
the surface of the filler particle, i.e. on the type of
molecules on the surface of the particle. The viscosity
of the polymer composite material is directly related
to the interactions of the filler particles with each
other, as well as the particles and the polymer matrix.
Taking into account the thesis “structure determines
properties”
accepted
in
materials
science,
a significant contribution to the properties of
a composite material is made by the type, surface and
composition of particles. In addition, the modification
of the filler makes it possible to improve the
wettability between the polymer and the filler and
influence its distribution in the polymer. It is known
that a good contact of the filler with the polymer
always improves the properties of the resulting
product [3–5]. The addition of even a small amount
of SiC to polyimide compositions significantly
increases its thermal stability, so when 0.5–2.0 % SiC
is introduced into the polymer, the onset point of
decomposition in TGA analysis shifts from 200 to
540 °C [5].
Previously, we used the plasma-chemical
method of modifying SiC [6], which made it possible
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to obtain a carbon shell decorated with silicon
nanoparticles and nanowhiskers. At present, in order
to increase the activity of the SiC surface, it is also
modified by other methods: thermal oxidation [7–15]
or chemical oxidation, grafting of monomers,
oligomers, and polymers [16–18]. In [19–21],
bifunctional compounds were used to improve the
bond with the polymer, whose surface was modified
with silanes. Silanization is required for the formation
of a self-assembled monolayer (SAM), which was
first described by Jacob Sagiv [22]. Since one of the
requirements for successful silanization is activation
of the substrate by producing a hydroxyl surface,
silanization reactions have traditionally been applied
to materials such as glass or metal oxides that can be
easily hydroxylated.
The following temperature zones of heat
treatment are distinguished:
– up to 1000 °C, passive oxidation occurs with
carbon burnout from the SiC surface and coating with
a quartz film;
– above 1000 °C, re-deposition of the quartz
film occurs on the SiC surface caused by the
formation of silicon monoxide at high temperature
(due to this, both open and closed porosity increases).
Modifications include surface oxidation with
nitrogen oxides [22] or Piranha solution [24–28].
Having treated the surface of inorganic particles,
silane remains on the surface both chemisorbed and
physisorbed. The chemisorbed silane is chemically
bonded to the inorganic surface, while the
physisorbed silane is bonded to the surface by van der
Waals forces. In composites, both types of force
exhibit different beneficial effects [29].
Physisorbed silanes that have diffused into the
polymer matrix reduce water absorption and improve
the mechanical strength of the composite, while
chemisorbed silanes improve interfacial adhesion.
These effects are better manifested when using
compositions having related groups with a “tail” part
of the silane as a polymer matrix. When modifying
fillers with silanes with a “tail” amino group, it is
efficient to use polyimides capable of entering into a
chemical reaction with terminal anhydride groups.
To obtain PCM based on polyimides, it is possible to
use polyamic acids in a solvent with a low viscosity,
which makes it easy to introduce fillers with
subsequent polymerization of polyamic acids into
polyimide. PCMs based on polyimides are thermally
stable, while the appliction of heat-conducting filler
improves their thermal stability [29].
Thus, despite the interest of researchers in the
field of treatment of SiC with silanizing agents to

create reactive groups on the surface, there is little
information in the literature about methods for
modifying SiC. There is also no information on the
amount of silane present on the surface of the filler.
Therefore, in the article, a modification technology
with a controlled content of silanes on the SiC surface
was developed.
2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Materials
The object of the study was SiC (fraction
F-1200) with a grain size of 5 μm. As a modifying
agent (silane) was used 3-aminopropyltriethoxysilane
(APTES). For the oxidation of SiC after calcination,
H2SO4 (chemically pure) and H2O (36 %) were used.
Polyamic acid (PAA) (polyimide lacquer AD-9103
IS) was used as a polymer in the creation of samples
of polymer composite materials, designed to obtain
film materials.
2.2. Modification
of SiC surface using APTES
The modification of SiC is reduced to the
formation of organic molecules on its surface. Such
molecules have specific head and end groups for
specific chemical bonding to the polymer. In the
presented paper, the SiC modification technology was
carried out in 3 steps (Fig. 1).
Stage 1: SiC surface oxidation. The sample was
calcined at 1100 °C for 3 hours – under these
conditions, a SiO2 surface layer is formed. The
presence of this surface layer is necessary for further
modification; it was also noted in [18, 30] that such
treatment improves adhesion. In addition, a range of
chemical treatments are available for the controlled
modification of oxide surfaces to provide specific
functionality.
Stage 2: modification of the SiO2 layer was
carried out by chemical etching with a Piranha
solution (H2SO4/H2O2 in a ratio of 1 : 5), resulting in
saturation with —OH groups.
Stage 3: silanization was carried out with
APTES, due to which the polymer/filler interfacial
interaction was formed. Successful silanization
proceeds most efficiently in polar solvents; therefore,
we used dimethylformamide (DMF) to separate the
—OC2H5 group from APTES. The treatment of SiC
with silane itself was carried out in an ultrasonic bath
at 60 °C.
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3. Results and Discussion

3.2. Study of chemisorptions at different stages
of SiC modification

3.1. Change in the reactivity of the SiC surface upon
modification by FT-IR spectroscopy
The SiC reactivity was determined from the
functional groups that are formed on the surface of
SiC during its modification using FT-IR
spectroscopy. Four samples were obtained at different
stages of SiC modification: initial (SiC); after
calcination (SiCt); after calcination and treatment
with a Piranha solution (SiCk); after calcination and
treatment with Piranha solution and APTES (SiCа).
The analysis of the functional groups formed on
the surface of SiC samples at all stages of its
modification is shown in Fig. 2.
Identification of the samples showed that the
original SiC had Si—C peaks, while other peaks were
not observed. The —OH and Si—O peaks appeared
in the SiCt sample. In the graph of Fig. 2, the Si—O
peaks are presented in the absorption bands 1080 and
–1
460 cm , and the —OH peaks are in the absorption
–1
bands from 3414 to 2849 cm . This indicates the
presence of a SiO2 surface layer on the studied filler.
After treatment with the Piranha solution, the
intensity of the —OH peaks in the SiCk sample
increased, which was evidenced by its saturation with
the —OH groups of the SiC surface. After the
3rd stage of modification, the SiCa sample developed
intermolecular bonds —N—H (3438, 3049 and
–1
–1
802 cm ), —С—N (1521 cm ) and —C—H
–1
(1419 cm ). This indicates the appearance of APTES
on the SiC surface.

SiCk

SiCa

APTES

2000
3000
Wevenamber, cm–1

1000

Fig. 2. IR spectra of SiC, SiCt, SiCk, SiCa,
APTES samples

APTES content on SiC surface, %

SiCt

Absorbance, a.u.

3.3. Change in bulk density under SiC modification
As a result of the modification, a decrease in the
bulk density of SiC by 25 % is observed compared to
the original sample (Fig. 4). Most likely, this is due to
the presence of functional groups on the surface of

SiC

4000

A study of the adsorption kinetics has shown
that the APTES content on the SiC surface increases
with staged modification. However, the content of
APTES can be varied at different stages of
modification. We have studied the influence
of factors on the APTES content on the SiC surface at
various stages of modification:
– at stage 2, we varied the time of treatment
with the Piranha solution;
– at stage 3, we varied APTES processing time;
– the temperature of the first stage was constant.
The SiCt sample at the 2nd stage was treated with
the Piranha solution for 1, 2, and 3 hours. It is shown
that the time of exposure to the Piranha solution has a
positive effect on the amount of APTES attached on
the SiCk surface: an increase of 56 % was found
at 3 h compared to 1 h (Fig. 3).
The APTES content on the SiCk surface was
varied (stage 3) in the following time intervals: 1, 2,
5, 10, 30, 60, 120, and 240 minutes. The graphs in
Fig. 3 show the kinetics of APTES adsorption on the
activated SiCk surface.
A study of the kinetics of adsorption on the
activated SiC surface showed that the maximum
APTES content on the SiC surface is reached at 60
minutes. The duration of treatment with the Piranha
solution saturates the surface with SiCt—OH groups
and increases the APTES content on the SiCt surface
from 2.1 % (1 h) to 3.7 % (3 h).

3
2
1

Time, min

Fig. 3. Graph of APTES content on the SiCk surface
versus exposure time: 1, 2, 3 – respectively 1, 2, 3 hour
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Bulk density, g⋅cm–3

1.6
1.4

PAA + SiCk 3 hour

1.2
1.0
0.8
0.6

PAA + SiCk 2 hour

0.4
PAA + SiCk 1 hour

0.2
0
SiC

0.46

SiCa

Fig. 4. Change in SiC bulk density
after modification

SiC particles, which increase the specific surface
area. The change in bulk density indicates that the
distance between the SiC surface particles increased
after the modification.

0.48

0.50

0.52

0.54

Viscosity, Pa⋅s
Fig. 5.Viscosity of PAА filled with SiCk depending
on the treatment time with Piranha solution
Viscosity, Pa⋅s
0.7
0.6

3.4. Assessment of modification efficiency
of when forming interphase interaction
To form bonds with the polymer, a silane is
used, which creates active functional groups on the
SiC surface, and they are the first to interact.
The viscosity of a polymer composite material
depends on the nature of the interaction between the
filler and the polymer and makes it possible to
estimate the strength of the interfacial interaction.
In this paper, the effectiveness of the proposed
method for modifying the filler was evaluated by
introducing it into the polymer and creating a
polyimide-based PCM. The concentration of SiC
after various stages of processing in PCM samples
was 5 %. At the same time, according to the
developed method, the amount of APTES on the SiC
surface varied depending on the parameters: the time
of treatment with the Piranha solution and the time of
treatment of APTES. The viscosity of PAA filled
with SiCk during treatment with Piranha solution for
3 hours is higher compared to 1 hour and 2 hours
(Fig. 5), which can be explained by the formation
of a larger number of filler bonds with the polymer.
With the phased modification of SiC, an increase
in the viscosity of the polymer composite was
observed, which was probably due to an increase in
the number of functional groups on the surface of the
filler particles, which can participate in the
interaction with the polymer matrix (Fig. 6).
The effect of the duration of treatment with the
Piranha solution on the level of APTES adsorption
was estimated from the change in viscosity, which is
286

0.5
0.4
0.3
0.2
0.1
0

PAA

PAA+SiC

PAA+SiCt PAA+SiCk PAA+SiCa
3 hour

Fig. 6.РАА viscosity filled with SiC depending
on its modification stages

Viscosity, Pa⋅s

3

0.65
0.60

2

0.55

1

0.50
0.45

Time, min

Fig. 7. Viscosity versus APTES content
on the SiCk surface:
1, 2, 3 – respectively 1, 2, 3 hour

shown in Fig. 7. The duration of treatment with the
Piranha solution led to an increase in the APTES
content, which demonstrates an increase in the
interfacial interaction between РАА and APTES on
the SiCk surface.
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4. Conclusion

7. Conflict of interests

A modification technology for the SiC surface to
increase its reactivity has been proposed. The process
parameters are determined by which it is possible to
vary the content of APTES on the surface of SiC,
thus changing its activity: the duration of treatment
with acid and APTES. The content of APTES on the
SiC surface at different stages of modification was
established, and its highest value was recorded for the
sample after the last stage of SiC modification
(3.7 %). Studies have shown that the SiC sample
demonstrates the highest reactivity after the third
stage of surface modification (SiCa), since APTES
attached to the SiC surface, as evidenced by the
analysis of the IR spectra. Thus, the SiCa sample is
the most promising for the creation of polymer
composite materials.
The pattern of surface modification depending
on the duration of treatment with the Piranha solution
has been established. It saturates the surface with
SiCt—OH groups and increases the APTES content
on the surface from 2.1 % (at 1 h) to 3.7 % (3 h).
As a result of the modification, a decrease in the bulk
density of SiC by 25 % is observed compared to the
original sample. The change was due to the fact that
after modification, APTES was added to the surface
and a more branched surface was formed due to
functional groups. Regularity in the change in the
polymer composite viscosity depending on the SiC
modification stages has been revealed. An increase in
the viscosity of the polymer composite was found
depending on the time of treatment with APTES,
which can be explained by an increase in the
interfacial interaction between the polymer and
APTES on the SiCk surface.
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Study of the carbon nanomaterials synthesis
on the cement binder
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Abstract: The authors have developed a technology for creating a nanomodified binder for construction purposes,
in which a uniform distribution of carbon nanomaterials is achieved by controlled synthesis of nanomaterials in the
structure of the binder. The synthesis of carbon nanomaterials (CNM) was carried out by chemical vapour deposition of
hydrocarbons on metal oxide catalysts. Cement CEM I 42.5H (M500 D0) and metal-oxide catalyst Ni–MgO
(92.5 %–7.5 %, obtained by thermal method) were used as a raw material. The optimum catalyst/cement ratio of 0.2 was
found to yield the specified CNM quality. If the catalyst/binder ratio is increased (without changing the other parameters),
the specific yield value of the nanomodifier decreases, which can be explained by “poisoning” of the catalyst and,
consequently, the formation of unstructured carbon. The nanomodifier was investigated by scanning electron microscopy,
Raman spectroscopy and thermal gravimetry. Using Raman spectroscopy, the shape and position of the characteristic
G and D bands showed that a material containing multi-walled carbon nanotubes (MWCNTs) was synthesized on the
cement binder matrix. According to thermal gravimetry data, the obtained nanomodifier is resistant to thermal
decomposition up to 500 °С. Experimental studies of the influence of the obtained additive on the characteristics of the
construction composite were carried out on samples of fine-grained concrete. It is established that compressive strength for
nanomodified samples increases by 18–20 %.
Keywords: carbon nanotubes; nanomodifier; cement binder; chemical vapour deposition method; compressive strength.
For citation: Tolchkov YuN, Aljaboobi DZM. Research into the process of synthesis of carbon nanomaterials on the
cement binder. Journal of Advanced Materials and Technologies. 2022;7(4):290-298. DOI:10.17277/jamt.2022.04.
pp.290-298

Исследование процесса синтеза
углеродных наноматериалов на цементном вяжущем
© Ю. Н. Толчков
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Аннотация: Разработана технология создания наномодифицированного вяжущего строительного назначения,
в котором равномерное распределение углеродных наноматериалов достигнуто за счет контролируемого синтеза
наноматериалов в структуре вяжущего материала. Синтез углеродных наноматериалов (УНМ) осуществляли
способом газофазного химического осаждения углеводородов на металлоксидных катализаторах. В качестве
исходного сырья использован цемент ЦЕМ I 42,5Н (М500 Д0) и металлоксидный катализатор Ni–MgO
(92,5 %–7,5 %, полученный термическим методом). Для получения заданного качества УНМ найдено оптимальное
соотношение катализатора к цементу – 0,2. При увеличении соотношения катализатор / вяжущее (без изменения
остальных параметров) значение удельного выхода наномодификатора снижается, что можно объяснить
«отравлением» катализатора и, как следствие, образованием неструктурированного углерода. Наномодификатор
исследован с помощью методов сканирующей электронной микроскопии, рамановской спектроскопии
и термогравиметрии. С помощью рамановской спектроскопии по форме и положению характеристических полос
G и D установлено, что на матрице цементного вяжущего синтезирован материал, содержащий в своем составе
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многослойные углеродные нанотрубки (МУНТ). По данным термогравиметрии полученный наномодификатор
устойчив к термическому разложению до 500 °С. Экспериментальные исследования влияния полученной добавки
на характеристики строительного композита проводились на образцах мелкозернистого бетона. Установлено, что
прочность на сжатие для наномодифицированных образцов увеличивается на 18–20 %.
Ключевые слова: углеродные нанотрубки;
химического осаждения; прочность на сжатие.

наномодификатор;

цементноевяжущее;

метод

газофазного
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pp.290-298

1. Introduction
Presently, big research interest in the
development and practical application of carbon
nanostructures is driven by their high performance
properties, such as exceptional tensile strength, high
elastic modulus and a number of other important
indicators, which are key aspects in the formation of
composite materials for special purposes. The most
difficult stage in the application of nanomodifying
additives is their uniform distribution in the
composite matrix [1]. Due to their high
agglomeration capacity, they cannot be evenly
dispersed, and multi-stage and labour-intensive
processes are required to overcome these factors. The
solution of such problems will open up additional
opportunities to create specialised composites with
improved qualitative and functional characteristics
through the use of nanostructuring systems in the
material matrix. Such an approach, in turn, will be
a constructive help for industries which manufacture
products under special conditions of high intensity or
where the end product itself is to be exploited under
unfavourable climatic conditions and other limiting
factors [1].
Studies [1–12] discuss the issues of synthesis of
nanomodifiers on matrix components of composites
(cement, sand, gypsum, zeolite, etc.) and consider the
characteristics and growth stages of particles and new
phases of the nanoscale range.
A method of organizing uniform distribution of
carbon nanotubes and nanofibers by their growth on
the surface of the matrix particles was proposed in
[1]. Silica and cement particles were used as a matrix.
The growth on the initial composite components
provides an important advantage of such dispersion
by forming a stable and sustainable bond between the
nanomaterials and the matrix particles. The actual
synthesis process was carried out by chemical vapour
deposition (temperature from 550 to 750 °C) at
atmospheric pressure, using a gas mixture based on
acetylene and methane. Cement components were
used without prior treatment because the material
contains iron oxide, which can act as a catalyst.
For the silica the source of the catalyst was iron

nitrate followed by impregnation. In all the samples
synthesised, the presence of carbon nanomaterials of
30 to 50 nm and structures of 3 to 15 µm in length
was confirmed [1].
In [2], features of nanocarbon synthesis from
naturally occurring materials (peat of Sogra deposit)
were analysed. The reaction was carried out by
thermal treatment at temperature 505–520 °C (from
40 min to 2 h) with limited oxygen access. Electron
microscopic studies confirmed the presence of
nanocarbon form in the synthesized samples.
A strength check of cement stone modified with
nanomodificator on a matrix of natural peat showed
an increase from 13.5 to 40 % with an additive
concentration of 0.5 % of cement mass.
The effect of synthesized fillers based on
aluminosilicates was considered in [3] and the
properties were evaluated on cement systems.
Synthesis of aluminosilicates consisted of several
stages: precipitation from aluminum sulfate
Al2(SO4)3 solution; addition of sodium silicate and
washing of precipitate with water. X-ray phase
analysis revealed a predominance (78 %) of
nanosized crystallite aggregates in the synthesized
sample. The setting time of the cement paste
containing
the
synthesized
aluminosilicates
accelerated by a factor of 3 to 4.
The paper [4] proposes a method for the
synthesis of barium hydrosilicatesnanobjects, the
application of which is aimed at improving the
quality of hydration-curing composites. Solutions of
barium hydroxide and silicic acid obtained by the
interaction of sodium hydrosilicates with iron
hydroxide sol were used for the synthesis of barium
hydrosilicates. Solutions were found to be stable
during storage; no signs of coagulation or gelation
were recorded. Researchers suggest the use of
nanomodifier as a mechanism to influence or regulate
composite structure formation processes.
The processes of mechanochemical activation in
the presence of the modifier on Portland cement were
studied in [5]. It was established that as a result of
combined stepwise milling of the mentioned
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components, a structured modifier with nanosized
shell was formed, and this material was named as
nanocement. The distinguishing structure of such
material is the presence of a continuous shell on the
cement grains, the thickness of the coating reaching
several tens of nanometres (30–60 nm).
The functional groups of the applied modifier interact
with the calcium and oxygen active centres on the
surface of the clinker particles, which contributes to
the formation of a continuous nano-shell and
generates a composite with high building and
technical properties.
In paper [6] options of silica (SiO2) synthesis by
using sol-gel technology process were presented.
The reaction of obtaining nanomaterials was based on
the principle of polymerization through the growth of
metal-oxopolymers in solutions. The choice of silica
matrix as an object of study was based on the fact that
the substance in question is a related structure to
building composites and is actually present in cement
binder clinker minerals (3СаО⋅SiO2, 2СаО⋅SiO2);
as a result of hydrolysis and hydration reactions the
synthesized nanoparticles are incorporated into the
material structure without restrictions. The synthesized
silica nanoparticles present a stable spherical form
with a dispersity of 5–10 nm and material stability
for 7 days, while the overall system of SiO2–Н2О
modifier contributes to rational introduction and
uniform distribution of the composite in the cement
matrix.
Nanomodifying agents considered in the
literature differ primarily in the principles and
mechanisms of synthesis, which directly affect the
formation of additive characteristics: size,
morphology, specific surface area, particles’
interaction energy, as well as the effective dosage
degree [7–12]. In terms of efficiency of
nanomodifiers [7], varieties of synthesized materials
with predominantly spherical, tubular and cylindrical
structure prevail. For a composite, this structure of
nanoparticles in the form of active additives will fill
the micropores (or shrink them) but also reduce the
amount of capillary and free mixing water (which has
not entered into the interaction reaction) due to
sorption processes, thereby obtaining a compacted
layout system. It should be noted that in almost all of
the reviewed works preference is given to materials
that are similar or related in structure to the mineral
constituents of cement binder on the principle of
physical and chemical structure. This is due to the
ability to participate in reactions through
topochemical mechanism, building a system of
292

crystal structure of nanoscale size. The need to find
new types of additives, including nano-additives,
remains very urgent.
The use of nanomodifiers with a similar
structure, such as silica particles [8, 9], is complicated
by the short period of effect, in particular the role of
the crystallisationcentre, which is most often
observed in the early periods of hardening (1 day)
and is not fixed in later periods. On the other hand,
when modifiers based on nanocarbon materials of
different structures are applied, their presence is
observed throughout the interval of composite
formation from the beginning of setting to later terms
of the material life cycle.
In this regard, we can conclude that obtaining
a nanomodified binder based on a cement matrix with
carbon nanofibers embedded in its structure is
practically important, as the resulting additive will
have the characteristics of the initial system and
stable nanostructures.
In this paper a method of obtaining carbon
nanostructures in the binder matrix (cement) by
controlled synthesis of nanoparticles by chemical
vapourdeposition is considered. This approach will
ensure reliable bonding and strong connection
between carbon nanostructures and matrix elements,
which is the key criterion for obtaining
a homogeneous nanomodified composite.
2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Materials
Cement CEM I 42.5H (M500 D0) (Eurocement,
Belgorod, Russia) was used as feedstock; quartz sand
from
Tambov
deposit
(JSC
Tambov
Karieroupravlenie) (Russian Standard 8736–93,
average particle size modulus Mcr = 1.34, true density –
2.63 kg⋅L–1, humidity – 1.73 %, group – fine first
class); powdered metal oxide catalyst Ni–MgO
(92.5 %–7.5 %, production LLC “NanoTechCenter”,
Moscow, Russia; propane-butane mix 204. Tambov,
Russia); propane-butane mixture Russian Standard
20448–90; noble gas – argon Russian Standard
10157–79.
2.2. Methods of synthesis
The process of nanomodifier synthesis on a
binder matrix was carried out at the production site of
NanoTechCenter LLC using an industrial line for
production of carbon nanomaterials by chemical
vapor deposition (Fig. 1). Pyrolysis temperature was
(650 ± 20) °C, synthesis time – 90 min.
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Raw feed material for a nanomodified additive

Cement (М 500) or another
construction binder

Metal oxide catalyst for the
synthesis of carbon nanomaterials
(Ni/Mg)

Preliminary preparation of the feed materials
Mixing of the feed ingredients in a mixing unit

Application
of
the
mixture
components (catalyst/binder) to the
substrate

Synthesis of carbon nanomaterials
on a binder matrix in combination
with metal oxide catalyst.
Basic unit – reactor for catalytic
pyrolysis of hydrocarbons

Purging with reactor noble gas
(argon), in order to displace
atmospheric air from the reactor
cavity

Heating of the reaction zone of the
reactor (650 ± 20) °С
Supply of hydrocarbon gas
(propane-butane mixture)

Cooling

Discharge of finished product
Fig. 1. Schematic diagram of the method of nanomodifier production
by synthesis of carbon nanomaterials on the binder matrix

2.3. Characterization methods

2.4. Structural tests

The surface morphology of the nanomodifier
was studied by scanning electron microscopy (SEM)
on a Merlin unit (Carl Zeiss, Jena, Germany).
The thermal stability of the sample was determined
by thermal gravimetric analysis (TGA) on a STA 449
F3 Jupiter (NETZSCH-Gerätebau, GmbH, Germany).
DXR Raman Microscope (Thermo Fisher Scientific,
USA) was used to determine the degree of ordering
of the crystal structure.

Experimental studies aimed at investigating the
effect of nanomodified additive on the characteristics
of the construction composite were carried out on
samples of fine-grained concrete. To obtain
a construction composition, 704 g of cement and
1,056 g of sand were taken and tap water was added
(water/cement ratio of 0.53). The content of
nanomodifier varied – 1, 1/2, 1/4, 1/8, 1/16 of the
total mass of cement. Mixture was placed in prismatic
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mold (40×40×160 mm). All samples of the same
series were tested at an estimated age of 28 days.
For mechanical tests a testing machine IP-500M-auto
(ZIPO, Armavir) was used.
3. Results and Discussion

Specific yield of MWCNTs (matrix
of cement binder ) per unit of catalyst, %

The synthesis of a nanomodifier based on the
principle of catalytic pyrolysis implies that a number
of regime parameters affecting the morphology and
structure of the synthesized material are dependent.
One of the main criteria is the choice of the required
amount of the catalyst in the ratio with the cement
component in order to maximise the reaction rate and
determine the limiting specific yield of the carbon
nanomaterial. An optimum catalyst/binder ratio will
improve the quality performance of the resulting
nanomodifiers by eliminating variants containing
unstructured nanocarbon particles.
Experimental studies (Fig. 2) to determine the
catalyst/cement ratio ranged from 0.1 to 1 with a
discreteness of 0.1. It was found that by increasing
the catalyst/binder ratio (without changing other
parameters), the specific yield value of the
nanomodifier decreases. This can be explained by
"poisoning" of the catalyst, an overabundance and
complete deactivation of the catalyzing phase, which
leads to the formation of unstructured carbon or
pyrocarbon in high concentration without maintaining
the homogeneity of the resulting product. Thus, it
was found that the highest specific yield of
nanoparticles is observed at a ratio of 0.2.
According to the SEM results, the synthesized
carbon nanomaterials are nanofibers (Fig. 3c, f),
presumably
multi-walled
carbon
nanotubes
(MWCNTs). During catalytic pyrolysis, the
formation of MWCNTs is observed not only in the
27.5
25.0
22.5
20.0
17.5
15.0
12.5
10.0
0

0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0 1.1
Ratio of catalyst (NiO/MgO)/binders (cement)

Fig. 2. Determination of the catalyst
(NiO/MgO)/binder (cement) ratio
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samples with the catalyst in the binder, but also on
the grains of the original cement, which was treated
in the reaction zone of the chamber (Fig. 3b, e).
The nanostructures in the cement samples (without
catalytic mass) are attributed to the presence of iron
oxide in the binder, which acts as a catalyst and
substrate for the synthesis of MWCNTs. The particle
size of the catalyst (NiO/MgO) and the average
cement grain size lie in a close range of values.
However, looking at the micrographs (Fig. 3b, e),
it can be concluded that the amount of initial iron
oxide for the synthesis of nanostructures was
insufficient. At the same time, the complex
application (NiO/MgO + Fe2O3) forms a single chain
of nanostructures due to the parallel synthesis on
different carriers.
According to Fig. 3f, catalyst particles are
located at the ends of the MWCNTs, which are
characterized by a predominantly apical-type growth
pattern. Small amounts of amorphous nanocarbon
(including those on the surface of the nanomaterial)
in the form of various sized carbon clusters of a nontubular structure can also be observed.
The quality assessment and identification of the
regularities in the structural parameters of the
nanomodified binder was carried out by Raman
spectroscopy (Fig. 4). In the composition of the
nanomodified cement, clear peaks are present
indicating the nanotube content in the samples –
–1
–1
G-peak at ≈ 1594 cm and D-peak at ≈ 1339 cm
[13]. The G-peak has a sharp angular structure
without significant visible peak bifurcation,
in contrast to semiconductor-type nanotubes which
exhibit splitting of the upper part of the spectrum.
The multilayer structure of MWCNTs is confirmed
by the absence of the RBM in the low frequency
–1
range (≈ 180–250 cm ). Similar regularities are not
observed in the spectra of the initial binder.
The appearance of strong peaks in the range
–1
850–700 cm (Fig. 4) in the materials of the initial
composition and the nanomodifier refers to fullsymmetric valence oscillations of predominantly
polyhedral structure. This mode is very sensitive to
structural distortions and to the presence of local
disordering, both in the cationic and oxygen
sublattice.
The absence of the considered peak in the
sample of nanomodifier may be attributed to
rearrangement and growth of newly formed
symmetrical structures due to the synthesis process
and increase in chemical bond length. Also,
–1
disappearance of the 850–700 cm peak in the
nanostructured binder may be a result of the influence
of oxygen and cation vacancy filling processes in the
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

Fig. 3. SEM images of the synthesized materials’ structure:
a, d – initial composition of the cement binder; b, e – cement binder after processing in the MWCNT synthesis chamber;
c, f – nanomodifier on the cement binder

atom sublattice. Accordingly, in the spectra of
–1
modified samples the intensity of 850–700 cm peak
either decreases – in case of partial filling of oxygen
vacancies, or this peak practically disappears –
in case of full filling of oxygen vacancies available in
the structure [10, 13].
The thermal stability of carbon nanomaterials
depends directly on the structural features and the

presence of defects (e.g., purity and homogeneity).
A material is considered thermally stable if its
chemical structure or physical properties remain
stable at elevated exposure temperatures [14, 15].
Thermal gravimetric analysis makes it possible to
determine residual products of chemical reactions and
to evaluate the degree of stability of substances
during heat treatment. Carbon (in any form) reacts
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Fig. 6. The effect of nanomodified cement on the compressive strength of fine grain concrete:
1 – non-modified; 2 – nanomodified

The production of the nanomodifier can be
regarded as an intermediate preparatory step in the
formation of a construction composition consisting of
clusters of new phases and crystals. Hydration of
cement predominantly develops as a heterogeneous
physical and chemical process, proceeding with the
participation and great influence of cement grain
surface factor – surface area and its properties
[10, 11, 18, 19]. Therefore, nanomodifying the binder
will lead to chemical activation of the surface of
cement particles and will contribute to physical and
chemical change of surface properties due to the
development of a new phase and newly formed
nanostructural level.
The proposed technology targets the production
of construction materials and modification of various
kinds of binders. The resulting effect of using
a modifying additive is an increase in the physical
and mechanical characteristics of the construction
composite. The results of strength tests showed
a steady increase in the physical and mechanical
properties of the material.
It has been established, that compressive
strength for samples with nanomodifying additive
in quantity 1/8–1/16 is increased on 18–20 %
in comparison with control samples of a construction
composite.
4. Conclusion
The paper proposes a technology for obtaining a
nanomodifier on a binder matrix by chemical vapour
deposition. The process of nanostructuring of
composite materials using such technology can be
divided into two interrelated technological stages:
synthesis of nanomodifier by the principle of

substance formation “bottom-up” and the technology
of modification of the forming solid by the principle
“top-down”. Analyzing the obtained complex
experimental data the optimum process parameters
were established: the catalyst/cement ratio was 0.2,
pyrolysis temperature (650 ± 20) °C, synthesis time
90 min, hydrocarbon gas was propane-butane
mixture, catalyst Ni–MgO. The structure of the initial
and synthesized samples was studied and compared
on the basis of electron microscopy, Raman spectra
and thermal gravimetric analysis. The materials
obtained proved the presence of stable carbon
nanostructures without significant inclusions of
amorphous phases. Evaluation of nanomodifier
influence on physical and mechanical characteristics
of the construction composite has confirmed the
increase of material performance up to 20 % at
a dosage of nanomodified binder 1/8–1/16 of the total
mass of cement.
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Abstract: This study aimed to find and investigate new oxide catalysts for glucose electrooxidation operating in a neutral
medium. The catalysts were prepared in the form of dispersion deposited on a carbon substrate; the obtained electrodes
were characterized. The following oxides were studied for the ability to enzyme-free glucose oxidation: tin(IV) oxide,
tungsten(VI) oxide, titanium(IV) oxide and manganese(IV) oxide. During the tests, such analysis techniques as cyclic
voltammetry and chronoamperometry were applied. A phosphate buffer solution (pH 7.40) was used as a working
electrolyte (background solution). The study proves that the electrode based on manganese(IV) oxide mixed with acetylene
black shows a stable current for the anodic oxidation of glucoseunder continuous polarization during at least two hours,
and stable under keeping in the working electrolyte. The dependence between the current and the root of the glucose
concentration was shown to have a quasilinear character, and therefore this electrocatalyst can act as a promising and
inexpensive material for continuous glucose monitoring sensors.
Keywords: continuous glucose monitoring; enzyme-free glucose oxidation; non-noble oxide-based electrocatalyst.
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Аннотация: Проведены поиск и исследование новых оксидных катализаторов окисления глюкозы, способных
работать в условиях нейтральной среды, получены катализаторы в виде дисперсии на углеродной подложке,
охарактеризованы полученные электроды. На способность к бесферментному окислению глюкозы были
исследованы следующие оксиды: оксид олова(IV), оксид вольфрама(VI), оксид титана(IV) и оксид марганца(IV).
При проведении испытаний использовали такие методы анализа, как циклическая вольтамперометрия и
хроноамперометрия. В качестве рабочего электролита (фонового раствора) выступал фосфатный буферный
раствор (pH 7,40). Показано, что электрокатализатор на основе оксида марганца(IV), смешанного с ацетиленовой
сажей, показывает стабильный ток при непрерывной поляризации электрода в течение двух часов, устойчив при
постоянном нахождении в рабочей среде, а зависимость тока от корня из концентрации глюкозы имеет
практически линейный характер, в связи с чем данный электрокатализатор может выступать как перспективный и
недорогой материал для датчиков непрерывного мониторинга глюкозы.
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1. Introduction
World statistics of incidence from year to year
shows a steady upward trend in the number of people
living with diabetes mellitus. Due to the global spread
of diabetes, scientists and physicians are increasingly
classifying diabetes as a non-communicable
epidemic. The uncontrolled course of this disease
leads to serious health complications in its various
aspects: kidney and heart failure, heart attacks,
blindness and much more, which significantly
reduces the standard of living of the population [1].
Despite the incurable nature of the disease,
modern medicine allows for the qualitative control of
this disease by monitoring blood glucose levels,
which allows diabetics to maintain a decent standard
of living [2]. The most common way to control
glycaemia at present is the self-monitoring of blood
glucose levels. It involves the individual
measurement of instantaneous blood sugar
concentration using portable glucometers at home.
The operation of such systems is based on an
enzyme, for example, glucose oxidase, which is a
catalyst for the oxidation of glucose by oxygen [3].
In recent years, due to the development of enzymefree electrocatalysis and the ever-improving glucose
sensors derived from it, continuous glucose
monitoring (CGM) systems that show the level of
sugar in the form of glycemic fluctuations, measured
almost continuously throughout the day have been
gaining in popularity. The main advantage of such
systems is the ability to see and warn of rising or
falling glucose levels [4].
The sensor in the CGM system must provide
high-quality operation while constantly being in the
interstitial fluid. At the same time, the enzyme, which
is a complex protein compound, is affected by
temperature, pH, and humidity, is prone to difficultto-predict transformations in artificial environments,
and can work inefficiently under conditions of
oxygen deficiency, which imposes restrictions on the
use of such structures in CGM systems. Stability and
reproducibility in CGM sensors can be provided by
non-enzymatic electrocatalysts, the operation of
which is based on the direct catalytic oxidation of
glucose to gluconic acid on an electrode modified by
a metal, or a metal oxide, or a composite based on
them [5].
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In the vast majority of cases, the glucose sensor
is made in the form of a three-electrode circuit, which
includes a working electrode, a reference electrode,
and a counter electrode. The main electrochemical
processes take place on the working electrode;
therefore, decades of research have been devoted to
the composition and structure of this particular
electrode. The working electrode can be made of pure
metal, metal oxide, various carbon structures, as well
as various composites [6].
In recent years, a huge number of variations of
the metal-based working electrode have been tested
[7]. For example, platinum, known for its excellent
catalytic properties, is the most studied and widely
used in enzymeless electrocatalysis. Various
manipulations with the electrode structure made it
possible to increase the sensitivity and selectivity of
the sensor, increase the linear range of the
concentration dependence, minimize the detection
limit of glucose, etc. Electrodes based on gold,
nickel, copper, etc. have also been well studied [5–7].
One of the promising directions in this area is
the creation of electrodes based on metal oxides, on
the development of which a large number of works
have been published to date. It has been established
that the process of glucose oxidation on such
electrocatalysts as Co3O4, CuO, Cu2O, MnO2 goes
through the following stages: activation of the metal
oxide redox center by hydroxide ions, formation of
intermediate products that serve as a catalyst for
glucose oxidation, and subsequent reduction of the
oxide to original shape [8]. Most researchers and
developers of oxide electrodes believe that an
important theoretical component of the process of
glucose oxidation on oxide catalysts is the
assumption of a reversible redox reaction of the metal
atom in the oxide, i.e. a metal atom reversibly
transforms between its oxidized and reduced state.
To date, the scientific community has a wide
range of various variations of the working electrode
based on metal oxides. The authors of [9]managed
to achieve a detection limit of 2 nM, a wide linear
range from 5 nM to 8.6 mM, and a sensitivity of
2 –1
2058.5 μA⋅(mM⋅cm ) using an electrode based on
CuO nanoparticles. An electrode based on a hybrid
material obtained from tin(IV) oxide grown in situ
electrochemically on double- and multi-walled
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carbon nanotubes was studied in [10]. Ponnusamy R.
et al. [11] studied the glucose sensitivity of electrodes
based on tungsten(VI) oxide doped with Pd
depending on the crystal structure of the oxide.
Monoclinic WO3–Pd showed excellent sensitivity
2 –1
characteristics (11.4 µA⋅(µM⋅cm ) ) compared to the
orthorhombic and mixed phases. Structures based on
tungsten oxide were also studied in [12] and [13].
The authors of [12] compared the electrochemical
properties of WO3 and WO3 doped with Ag and
found that the sensitivity of pure tungsten (VI) oxide
2 –1
was 11.1 μA⋅(mM⋅cm ) , while porous WO3–Ag
2 –1
spheres exhibited a sensitivity of 23.3 μA⋅(mM⋅cm ) ,
during the tests in 0.1 M NaOH solution.
The experimental observations were qualitatively
confirmed by modeling within the framework of the
density functional theory by studying the mechanism
of binding and charge transfer of glucose on WO3
and WO3–Ag. The authors of [13] managed to obtain
nanostructured WOx/Au electrodes using the laser
ablation method. The interesting analytical
characteristics of the sensor described in the article
make the laser-fabricated WOx/Au electrode
potentially promising for implantable glucose fuel
cells and biomedical analysis to measure glucose
concentration in biological fluids (phosphate buffer
solution with pH 7.2 was used for research).
In [14] the characteristics of a sensor based on
nanocomposite films of polypyrrole–chitosan–
titanium dioxide, which showed an increase in
sensitivity, as well as a linear dependence in the
range of 1–14 mM, were studied. Titanium (IV)
oxide is also a common material for making
electrodes. In [15] the researchers obtained
a Ni–TiO2 nanocomposite electrode, which showed
excellent
electrocatalytic
activity
for
the
electrooxidation of glucose in an alkaline environment,
the sensitivity was 844.85 μA⋅(mM⋅cm2)–1 with
selectivity for glucose in the presence of interferences
such as uric acid, ascorbic acid and dopamine. The
study of electrodes based on manganese oxide was
carried out in [16]. Electrolytic manganese dioxide
was used as a non-enzymatic electrode catalyst in a
neutral environment (pH 8.0). The researchers
proposed a mechanism for the reaction of glucose
oxidation on this oxide based on the comparative
behavior of the electrocatalytic decomposition of four
different saccharides, as well as a method for
reducing the interfering effect of various substances
contained in the blood by applying a polyionic
complex capable of molecular sieving to the electrode
surface. It was found that the electrode exhibits an
excellent response to glucose with a wide detection
–3
range from 0.7 to 7.5 mM⋅dm [16].

In recent years, the design of composites based
on metal oxides and nanostructuring of
electrocatalyst materials has become promising [17].
A composite based on manganese (IV) oxide
obtained by an electrochemical method was
developed and tested in 50 mM NaOH solution in
[18]. The Ni/MnO2 composite sensor had a sensitivity
2 –1
of 1.04 mA⋅(mM⋅cm ) and a detection limit of
–7
–1
10 mol⋅L [18]. A three-dimensional nanostructured
electrode based on β–MnO2 grown on a flexible
carbon fiber fabric was studied in [19], the
obtained results showed a high sensitivity of
2 –1
1650.6 μA⋅(mM⋅cm ) . In [19] a phosphate buffer
solution with different pH values (from 6.2 to 8.6)
was used. A 3D porous composite electrode based on
manganese(IV) oxide and carbon nanotubes
(CNT/MnO2) obtained by potentiostatic deposition
was used for nonenzymatic detection of glucose in
[20]. The finished sensor could accurately determine
the glucose content in 0.5 M NaOH solution in the
presence of foreign substances such as ascorbic acid,
uric acid and fructose, with high sensitivity up to
2 –1
3406.4 μA⋅(mM⋅cm ) [20].
CGM systems work according to the in vivo
principle, i.e. inside a living organism, which implies
a neutral environment (pH ~ 7). However, despite the
large number of papers presented, the vast majority
describe experiments in an alkaline environment, so
their results cannot be used for in vivo measurements.
Thus why the search and development of a working
electrode material capable of oxidizing glucose in the
absence of an enzyme in a neutral medium is
extremely relevant.
2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Materials
The following materials, which are stable in a
neutral medium and, as shown in the literature, have
catalytic activity in an acidic or alkaline medium,
were studied for the ability to enzymatically oxidize
glucose: tin(IV) oxide (SnO2), titanium(IV) oxide
(TiO2), tungsten(VI)oxide (WO3), obtained at
different temperatures, and manganese(IV) oxide
(MnO2).
Oxide materials were obtained in the form of a
dispersed layer on a carbon substrate (3.5 mm
diameter), made from graphite foil (GF) Graflex
(UNICHIMTEK, Russia) and GF-200 (Silur,
Russia)), purified in a mixture of acetone (99 %) and
ethanol (96 %) at a ratio of 1 : 1 for 10 minutes,
followed by drying at 200 °C for 30 minutes to
remove technological impurities.
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2.2. Formation of a dispersed SnO2 layer
on the surface of carbon substrates
A solution containing stannate ions was obtained
by dissolving sodium metastannate (Na2SnO3, pure,
TC 6-09-05-1452-94) in distilled water with the
addition of NaOH (analytical grade, Russian Standard
11078–78); it was applied (dropped) on GF-samples
by using an insulin syringe (volume 0.3 mL).
To obtain tin(IV) oxide particles, the samples with
the applied solution were kept in a flow of carbon
dioxide, then dried at 110 °C for 30 minutes in an
oven SNOL 58/350 (AB UMEGA-GROUP,
Lithuania, Russian Standard 31828–2012). Next, they
were calcined in an inert atmosphere (Ar) up to
–1
500 °C at a rate of 20 °C⋅min for 30 min. The final
step was rinsing from carbonates in distilled water
and drying at 110 °C for 1 hour. The weight of the
applied oxide was measured by weighing the samples
before and after the application on an analytical
balance brand GR-200 (A&D Co., LTD, Japan,
Russian Standard 24104–88). The surface structure of
a carbon substrate coated with a catalytic tin oxide
layer was studied using an optical microscope
(Nikon, SMZ25, Japan).
2.3. Formation of a TiO2 dispersed layer
on the surface of carbon substrates
To obtain a solution containing titanate ions,
aqueous potassium titanate (K2TiO3⋅4H2O, special
purity grade, TC 6-09-01-514–78) was dissolved in
distilled water in the presence of sodium hydroxide.
Next, the solution was manually applied using an
insulin syringe drop by drop. Samples coated with a
solution of potassium titanate were subjected to the
same operations that were used to obtain samples
with tin(IV) oxide.
2.4. Formation of a dispersed WO3 layer
on the surface of carbon substrates
By
adding
ammonium
paratungstate
(NH4)10W12O41⋅5H2O, analytical grade, TC 6-1502075232–88) to distilled water, a solution
containing tungstate ions was obtained. Next, the
solution was applied dropwise with a syringe and
dried at 110 °C for 30 minutes in an oven. Then, to
obtain oxide particles, calcination was carried out in
an Ar atmosphere to 500 or 700 °C at a rate of
20 °C⋅min–1 for 30 minutes.
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2.5. Formation of a dispersed layer of MnO2/AB
(manganese dioxide with acetylene black)
on the surface of carbon substrates
Manganese dioxide was synthesized by the
reduction of potassium permanganate (KMnO4,
analytical grade, Russian Standard 20490–75) with an
excess of ethanol (96 %) in a neutral medium
(distilled water). The MnO2/AB composite was
obtained by grinding manganese(IV) oxide with
acetylene black (Acetylene black (AB), 99.9+ %,
2 −1
Alfa Aesar, 75 m ⋅g ) in an agate mortar in a ratio of
1 : 1 by weight. Further, to obtain dispersion, 5.4 mL
of a mixture of isopropyl alcohol and deionized water
in a ratio of 1 : 4 was added to the resulting mixture
with a mass of 10.8 mg, followed by treatment in an
ultrasonic bath (Skymen JP-040, China) for 3 min.
The application was carried out using a 5–50 µL
pippetor (Accumax, India) in portions of 10 or 50 µL.
For the resulting manganese(IV) oxide,
the specific surface area was calculated by the
method of low-temperature nitrogen sorption on a
Quantachrome NovaTouch setup (Quantachrome
2 –1
Instruments, USA), which was 179 m ⋅g .
To determine the phase composition and structure of
the crystal lattice of the prepared oxide, the XRD
analysis was carried out.
A phosphate buffer solution (PBS) consisting of
10 mM Na2HPO4, 2 mM KH2PO4, 2.7 mM KCl, and
137 mM NaCl, and deionized water (16 MΩ⋅cm) was
prepared as a working electrolyte (backing solution).
The pH value of the buffer was measured and
adjusted by adding a few drops of alkali to a value of
7.40 on a pH meter (pH–150 MI, Russia).
The analyzed solution (10 mM glucose solution
in PBS) was prepared by dissolving a sample of
glucose in the background solution.
Electrochemical measurements were carried out
in a three-electrode cell using a Vertex.1A
potentiostat (Ivium Technologies B.V., the
Netherlands) at room temperature. The working
electrode was a smooth glassy carbon electrode (GC,
d = 4 mm), the side surface of which was insulated
with polyetheretherketone (PEEK), with a carbon
substrate glued with an ionomer and coated with a
catalytic layer. A platinum wire served as the counter
electrode, and a saturated calomel electrode (SCE;
Hg2Cl2/Hg/sat. KCl) served as the reference
electrode. The studies included cyclic voltammetry
and chronoamperometry.
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3. Results and Discussion
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Figure 1 shows a micrograph of a carbon
substrate with a catalytic tin oxide layer applied.
The X-ray diffraction analysis showed that the
diffraction pattern of the synthesized sample
according to the inorganic crystal structure databases
(ICSD) mainly corresponds to manganese(IV) oxide
and manganese(IV) hydroxide. The resulting
diffraction pattern is shown in Fig. 2. Based on the
obtained diffraction pattern the approximate sizes of
crystallites of the obtained substance were estimated
using the Selyakov–Scherrer formula (1):

MnO2

Mn(OH)4
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is the intrinsic broadening ( β =

,
2
В is the observed broadening), K is the particle shape
factor (~0.9), λ is the X-ray wavelength (λ =
= 1.5418 Å), d is the average crystallite size. When
performing calculations, it was assumed that the main
contribution to the peak broadening is made by the
sizes of crystallites, while the contributions of other
factors (crystal lattice defects, instrumental
broadening, etc.) can be neglected. According to the
above formula, the average crystallite size was
~ 15 Å. In this case, the calculation according to the
porosimetry data using formula (2) showed the
average particle size d ~ 66 Å:
6
,
(2)
d=
ρS sp
–1
where Ssp is the specific surface area (179 m2⋅g ),
–3

ρ is the density (5.02 g⋅cm ).

1000 μm
Fig. 1. Microphotograph of a carbon substrate
with a deposited catalytic layer of tin(IV) oxide
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Fig. 2. Diffractogram of the synthesized MnO2

Thus, the X-ray diffraction analysis showed that
the resulting precipitate is a mixture of manganese
oxide and hydroxide. A comparison of the XRD and
porosimetry data showed that the coherent scattering
region is much smaller (by a factor of ~ 5) than the
particle size calculated from the specific surface area.
Consequently, the particles of the obtained substance
consist of a crystalline core surrounded by an X-ray
amorphous shell.
First, a study was made of the possible
contribution to the electrooxidation of glucose by the
substrate materials, GC and acetylene black, which is
part of a mixture with manganese oxide. Figure 3
shows the corresponding cyclic voltammograms
(CVs) recorded in the background solution and 10
mM glucose solution. The range of potentials applied
to these electrodes (preceding the evolution of
chlorine/oxygen from the electrolyte) was also used
in the future when testing oxide materials.
According to the CVs shown in Fig. 3, it can be
seen that during the anodic sweep in glucose solution,
the tested materials do not show an increase in
current relative to the background solution, which
indicates that these materials are not active in glucose
oxidation. However, at elevated potentials of
+ 0.7 V…+ 0.8 V, a small anodic current is observed,
which is associated with carbon oxidation.
Figure 4 shows the CVs of tin, titanium, and
tungsten oxides obtained at different temperatures.
The tests were carried out by recording CVs first in a
background solution (PBS) and then in a 10 mM
glucose solution in PBS.
As can be seen from the given CVs, none of the
electrodes based on tin, titanium, or tungsten oxides
exhibits noticeable electrocatalytic activity in the
anodic oxidation of glucose.
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Fig. 3. CVs of (a) graphite foil “GF-200”, (b) graphite foil “Graflex”, (c) glassy carbon (GC) electrode and (d) acetylene
black (AB) deposited on GC in the background solution (phosphate buffer solution (PBS))
and 10 mM glucose solution in PBS

Among the tested materials, an electrode based
on manganese oxide mixed with acetylene black
showed a noticeable rate of glucose oxidation.
The
obtained
cyclic
voltammograms
and
chronoamperograms are shown in Fig. 5.
On the CVs of an electrode based on manganese
oxide (Fig. 5a) mixed with acetylene black, a region
(+0.5 V…+0.8 V) of glucose oxidation is clearly
visible. The obtained chronoamperograms (Fig. 5b)
at various potentials (+0.2 V…+0.8 V, with a step of
0.05 V) also confirm the presence of a glucose
oxidation current.
The current of glucose oxidation at a potential of
+0.8 V vs.SCE was 0.5 A⋅g–1 oxide. For comparison,
in article [16] at a potential of +0.85 V vs. AgCl/Ag
(corresponding to +0.8 V vs. SCE, if the silver
chloride electrode was filled with a saturated solution
of KCl) on electrochemically obtained manganese(IV)
–1
oxide, the glucose oxidation current was 6.9 A⋅g
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oxide. It should be emphasized that such a
comparison is very approximate, since in [16] the
filling solution for the reference electrode is not
indicated. If it was filled with a dilute rather than
saturated KCl solution, its standard potential was
higher, and the current obtained in [16] actually
corresponded to a higher potential in the SCE scale
than +0.8 V, which would explain its higher value.
Moreover, the mass of MnO2 on the electrode in [16]
was not determined directly, but was estimated
according to the Faraday’s law, and actually could be
different. In addition, the electrochemical deposition
of MnO2 in [16] was carried out on a platinum
substrate, which itself is electroactive in the glucose
oxidation reaction and could make an additional
contribution to the measured current, which is even
more enhanced if a synergistic effect occurs in the
presence of MnO2. Finally, the phosphate buffer
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solution in [16] did not contain potassium or sodium
chlorides, the presence of which can also have a
negative effect on the rate of electrocatalysis. Taking
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into account all these circumstances, we can conclude
that the activity of MnO2 investigated in this paper is
comparable with the literature data.
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Fig. 4. CVs of (a) SnO2; (b) TiO2; (c) WO3 synthesized at 500 °C; (d) WO3 synthesized at 700 °C in the PBS and 10 mM
glucose solution in PBS. The materials are deposited on graphite foil discs
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Fig. 5. (a) CVs of MnO2 mixed with acetylene black in the background solution (PBS) and 10 mM glucose solution
in PBS; (b) chronoamperograms of MnO2 mixed with acetylene black at specified potentials.
The materials are deposited on graphite foil discs
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A feature of manganese(IV) oxide is its
irreversible reduction to lower oxides under the
action of high cathodic potentials. That is why, prior
to experiments with glucose, in order to establish the
cathodic boundary at which this catalyst would not
undergo irreversible transformations, CVs were
recorded (Fig. 6a) with different cathodic limits.
On the other hand, at high anodic potentials, chlorine
and/or oxygen can be evolved from the background
solution, as well as carbon black oxidation, which can
contribute to the observed currents of glucose
oxidation. In this regard, an experiment was carried
out on a rotating ring-disk electrode. To do this,

(а)

0,4

the CV (Fig. 6b) of the electrode based on manganese
dioxide was recorded up to a potential of +1.3 V, and
to reliably determine the boundary of the start
of Cl2 and/or O2 evolution, a constant cathodic
potential (–0.5 V) was applied to the ring electrode.
Based on the test results, the operating potential
range (+0.2…+0.8 V) for this catalyst was
established, within which the electrode material is not
subjected to cathodic degradation, and at which
interfering currents of Cl2 and/or O2 evolution are
excluded.

(b)
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Fig. 6. (a) CVs with various cathodic limits of MnO2 mixed with acetylene black in the background solution;
(b) CV of MnO2 mixed with acetylene black in the background solution at Cl2 and/or O2 evolution potentials,
and corresponding ring currents at −0.5 V. The materials are deposited on the CG electrode
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Fig. 7. Chronoamperograms of MnO2 mixed with acetylene black (a) recorded for 2 hours in a background solution
and 10 mM glucose solution, at a potential of +0.75 V and (b) before and after 260 hours of keeping in the background
solution. Catalysts are deposited on graphite foil discs
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Fig. 8. Chronoamperograms on MnO2 mixed with acetylene black at a potential of +0.75 V at various glucose
concentrations. The inset shows the dependence of glucose oxidation currents (taken at 3 min) on the root
of the glucose concentration

Further research is related to the need to test the
electrocatalyst for long-term stability. Firstly, with
continuous polarization of the electrode at a given
potential, and secondly, with a long stay of the
electrode in the working fluid (in this case, in PBC),
which is due to the intended use of the sensor in
continuous glucose monitoring with a minimally
invasive implementation technology. Figure 7a
shows the chronoamperograms at a constant two-hour
polarization of the electrode and Figure 7b shows the
chronoamperograms recorded after the electrode was
permanently kept in the PBS for 260 hours.
Based on the results of the test, it can be
concluded that the manganese dioxide electrocatalyst
mixed with acetylene black not only exhibits longterm stability during anodic oxidation of glucose as
a result of the continuous application of a potential of
+0.75 V, but also does not lose its catalytic properties
and does not degrade when it is kept in working
solution for at least 260 hours.
To study the concentration dependence of the
electrode based on MnO2, chronoamperograms were
recorded (Fig. 8) for three minutes at various glucose
concentrations from 0 to 35 mM.
Based on the obtained chronoamperograms, the
dependence of the oxidation current on the root of the
glucose concentration was constructed, which
showed an almost linear character.

4. Conclusion
Using on the results of testing various oxide
materials, it was found that manganese(IV) oxide
mixed
with
acetylene
black
demonstrates
electrocatalytic activity in the glucose oxidation
reaction. The operation potentials areas of this
catalyst have been established, and it has also been
shown that it has long-term stability under continuous
polarization at a potential of +0.75 V and does not
degrade when it is kept in the working solution.
A linear (to a first approximation) dependence of the
current of glucose oxidation on the root of the
concentration was revealed. Thus, this material can
be effectively used in enzyme-free glucose
monitoring systems.
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Mechanical metamaterials – a fashion trend or a new approach
to the development of materials?
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Abstract: The development of metamaterials of various types (electromagnetic, acoustic, mechanical) is characterized by
a single approach – the response of the medium to external influences required for solving a specific problem
is “designed” by using a system of elements organized in a certain way, made from ordinary, well-known materials.
This approach is universal and allows successfully solving a wide range of problems in various fields of science and
technology. It is used in wildlife to create materials that provide optimal adaptation of a living organism. Rationally
designed mechanical metamaterials have a number of unusual properties. In particular, they can meet conflicting
requirements by combining, for example, high rigidity with high fracture toughness and low density. This makes them
extremely promising for the development of new structural materials based on them. It is concluded that additive
technologies can be successfully used to create mechanical metamaterials with ultra-properties – ultralight and superrigid.
The principles of creating auxetic metamaterials based on open-cell foams are described in detail.
Keywords: mechanical metamaterials; auxetics; superlattices; bulk modulus of elasticity; shear modulus; Poisso’s ratio;
additive.
For citation: Kondrashov SV. Mechanical metamaterials – a fashion trend or a new approach to the development of
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Механические метаматериалы – модный тренд или новый подход
к разработке материалов?
© С. В. Кондрашов
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Аннотация: Показано, что разработка метаматериалов различного типа (электромагнитных, акустических,
механических) характеризуется единым подходом. Требуемый для решения конкретной задачи отклик среды на
внешнее воздействие «конструируется» путем использования системы, определенным образом организованных
элементов, изготовленных из обычных хорошо известных материалов. Данный подход является универсальным и
позволяет успешно решать широкий круг задач в различных областях науки и техники. Его использовала живая
природа при создании материалов, обеспечивающих оптимальное приспособление живого организма. Показано,
что рационально спроектированные механические метаматериалы обладают рядом необычных свойств.
В частности, они могут удовлетворять противоречивым требованиям, сочетая, например, высокую жесткость
с высокой вязкостью разрушения и малой плотностью. Это делает их крайне перспективными для разработки на
их основе новых конструкционных материалов. Сделан вывод о том, что аддитивные технологии могут быть
успешно использованы для создания механических метаматериалов с ультрасвойствами сверхлегких и
сверхжестких. Подробно описаны принципы создания ауксетических метаматериалов на основе пенопластов
с открытыми порами.
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1. Introduction
Currently, we are witnessing the birth of a new
concept in materials science – mechanical
metamaterials. A rationally designed structure
(architecture) makes it possible to implement
previously unattainable and unusual properties that
can be used to create materials with new unique
characteristics. This approach is especially relevant in
connection with the rapid development of additive
technologies, which are an almost ideal tool for
solving this problem [1–6].
The paper aims to briefly review the
achievements in the field of mechanical
metamaterials, in terms of the possible application of
this concept to solve problems of modern materials
science.
The study was carried out within the framework
of the “Strategic directions for the development of
materials and technologies for their processing for the
period up to 2030” [7].
First, it is expedient to formulate a general
concept that underlies the creation of all currently
known metamaterials.
The refraction of an electromagnetic wave at the
air/medium interface with simultaneously negative
values of the dielectric and magnetic permeability
(natural media with this property has not been found)
was described by the Soviet, Russian physicist V.G.
Veselago back in 1967 [8]. It was shown that, in this
case, the refracted beam lies on the same side of the
normal as the incident beam (Fig. 1), in addition, the
phase and group velocities of such waves are directed

in different directions. To assess how unusual this
behavior is for a wave, one can follow the link in [9]
to watching the video.
To produce a wave with “negative” refraction, it
is necessary that the direction of movement of
electrons in the material medium be opposite to the
forces causing this movement [10.]
The solution to this paradoxical problem was
found by D. Pendry, who used a periodic structure of
metal wires and plates on which nested copper rings
with discontinuities directed in different directions
were printed [11]. Free electrons in a system of such
circuits oscillated with their own (resonant)
frequency, which depended on the geometrical
parameters of the structure. In the case when the
frequency of the incident wave was less than the
resonant frequency, the direction of electron motion
coincided in phase with the driving oscillations of the
electric and magnetic fields. As the frequency
increased, a moment came when the oscillations of
the electrons and the driving fields occurred in
antiphase, i.e. the dielectric and magnetic
permeability of the structure of the contours in a
fairly narrow frequency range became negative.
Later, such a structure was created in 2000 by the
authors of [12].
Figure 2 shows one of the possible
implementations of an electromagnetic metamaterial
created by Russian scientists at ITPE RAS. The
measurements showed that the real parts of the
dielectric and magnetic permeability take negative
values in the range of 3.8–3.2 GHz [13].

(a)

(b)

Fig. 1. The path of the refracted beam in an ordinary medium (a)
and in an electromagnetic metamaterial (b) with a negative refractive index [10]
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This effect can be avoided if the ribs are allowed
to bend reversibly inside the cube (Fig. 4b). In this
case, the application of compressive stresses leads to
a decrease in the material volume, i.e. Poisson's ratio
becomes negative.
To achieve such a response to compressive
stresses, the authors of [27–28] heated open-cell
thermoplastic foam to just above the glass transition
temperature, and then subjected it to volumetric
compression followed by cooling in the mold. During
the process, the walls of the foam cells were bent into
these cells.
Figure 5 shows a typical compression diagram of
the original and modified foams. As can be seen from
the presented graph, the modified foam remains
stable at deformations up to 40 %, while the original
material loses its stability at deformations less than
10 %.
Figure 6 shows micrographs of the original (a)
and modified foams (b).
When modifying the foam, the same principle
was used that was used in the development of
electromagnetic metamaterials. The material response
required to solve the problem (foam compaction
under compressive stresses without damaging the
ribs) was “designed” by changing the geometry
(physical modification) of already existing cells by
bending their ribs into the elementary cell.
The modified silicone foams had a Poisson's
ratio of –0.09÷ –0.2 depending on the direction of the
loading axis (factor of the initial material + 0.5),
a lower modulus of elasticity of 11.8 MPa |
(in the initial state 26 MPa) and a higher density
–3
–3
of 30 kg⋅m (in the initial state 15 kg⋅m ).

Load, PA
40 000

1

30 000
20 000

2

10 000
0

0.2

0.4
0.6
Deformation

0.8

1.0

Fig. 5. Load-strain diagram for the original 1
and modified polyurethane foam 2 [26]

An extremely attractive feature of auxetic foams
is their high ability to dissipate the energy of an
external action. According to the results obtained by
the authors of [29], copper foam modified by allround compression absorbs 13 times more energy
than the original foam with the same density.
In
addition
to
foams,
porous
polytetrafluoroethylene [30], ultrahigh molecular
weight polyethylene [31], and polypropylene [32] can
be used as starting materials for the production of
polymeric auxetics. The microstructure of such
materials consists of quasi-spherical particles
connected by fibrils. During the preparation process
(orientation step), the particles adhere closely to each
other. When fibers made from such a material
expand, the particles reorient themselves, resulting in
an increase in fiber diameter.
One of the models of the mechanism of the
auxetic behavior of materials is the joint deformation
of elements of the “bow-tie” type (Fig. 7) [33].

(а)

(b)

Fig. 6. Microstructure of the original and modified polyester-based foams [26]
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Fig. 7. Model of the mechanism of auxetic behavior
of structures from “bow-tie” type elements [33]

As can be seen from the presented figure, when
such a structure is stretched, the inward angle
increases, which leads to an increase in the volume of
the metamaterial. It was found that for hexagonal
honeycombs of the “bow-tie” type, the minimum
value of Poisson's ratio is –0.99 at an angle θ (Fig. 7)
equal to 14.5° and a cell rib length ratio of 0.5 [34].
Based on the development of such models, an
alternative approach to the creation of auxetic
materials is currently being actively developed, which
is inextricably linked with the development of
additive technologies [35, 36].
Thus, the authors of [37] synthesized 3D
auxetics using the methods of additive technologies
(layer-by-layer melting of a metal powder by an
electron beam) (Fig. 8).

Fig. 8. 3D auxetic synthesized
using additive technologies [37]
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The study showed that the compressive strength
of auxetic structures at the same density increases
with decreasing Poisson’s ratio.
A similar material can be obtained using the
laser lithography method [38]. The fabricated sample
showed the lowest known Poisson’s ratio of –1.18.
The main disadvantage of the described
structures is the limited range of deformations in
which these structures exhibit auxetic properties,
which is associated with the rigidity of the joints and
cell edges. To solve this problem, the authors of the
work used printing using two materials, which
provided structures with soft joints and hard ribs [39].
Auxetic materials can be used to create “soft”
actuators for robotics [40], biomedicine [41], flexible
electronics [42], and acoustics [43]. It is likely that the
rapid development of additive technologies will make
it possible to produce more advanced auxetic materials
with a given level of properties. Auxetic materials will
undoubtedly find wide application in the field of
automobile and aviation due to their unique vibrationproof properties [44, 45]. Extremely attractive is the
high fracture resistance of auxetics [46].
An ideal structural material should have high
stiffness and tensile strength characteristics, high
resistance to impact loads and, at the same time, have
a low mass. It should be noted that a number of these
requirements contradict each other [47].
It is known that the ratio of module for a solid
and porous isotropic material is expressed by the
formula E / Es ~ (ρ / ρs )n , where E and ρ are the
modulus and material density, the index denotes a
porous material, and exponent varies from 2 to 3
[48]. It is clear that reducing the value of n to 1 will
increase the weight efficiency of the use of structural
material.
To solve this problem, it is necessary to create a
structure of elements that allows [49]:
– localizing the material along the lines of
principal stresses (elementary cell edges are the main
bearing elements);
– converting the bending deformations of the
ribs into compressive tensile deformations due to the
design of the elementary cell.
The task of creating such materials at the macro
level has long been solved. Suffice it to recall the
openwork arches of railway bridges and the graceful
ligature of the Shukhov tower. The modern
development of additive technologies allows us to apply
the same approach, but already at the micro level.
The authors of [48] proposed to use such a
material in the form of a structure of elements, each
of which is an icosahedrons surrounded by eight
tetrahedral Fig. 9a–c.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(e)
(d)

(f)

(g)

(h)

(i)

Fig. 9. Diagram for lattice creation and their micrographs [48]

Initially, the lattice was made by layer-by-layer
polymerization of a UV-curable polymer. Next, a
nickel layer was deposited on the prepared template
by electrochemical deposition. To obtain ceramic
superlattices from aluminum oxide, the method of
atomic layer deposition was used [50, 51].
Subsequently, the polymer matrix was removed
during heat treatment, while the lattice edges were
hollow tubes with a wall thickness of 40 nm.
The final density of the obtained materials ranged
–3
from 1 to 10 kg⋅m . The results obtained by the
authors are shown in Fig. 10.
As can be seen from the data presented, for the
lattices with a predominance of tension under

mechanical load, the exponent n is 1.1, which is close
to the theoretical limit. For a lattice dominated by
bending, the exponent n is 2.2.
It is noteworthy that the dependence of the
relative strength on the relative density during
uniaxial compression of hollow lattices deviates from
the linear law. In addition, the relative strain for
lattices of this type ranges from 8 to 20 %, which
turns out to be significantly higher than for gratings
with solid ribs. This is probably due to a decrease in
the size of microcracks at a nanometer thickness of
the rib wall [52].
Thus, the use of a system of elements organized
in a certain way, made of conventional materials to
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(a )

(b )

Fig. 10. Dependence of the relative stiffness (a) and strength (b) of microlattices under uniaxial compression
on the relative density of the material [48]

Fig. 11. Structure of natural mother-of-pearl [54]

“design” its required response to external influences,
is an extremely promising approach for the
development of new materials.
In a number of cases, it is precisely this path that
evolution in wildlife chooses to create materials that
ensure the survival of the organism. One of the
classic examples of this approach is the structure of
the mollusks shell [53]. In the three-dimensional
structure of mother-of-pearl, plates of solid calcium
carbonate are connected by a “soft” layer of proteins
and polysaccharides (Fig. 11).
When a crack occurs and propagates, the plates
(Fig. 11) can slide relative to each other, providing
not only a high level of energy dissipation, but also
the occurrence of stresses that tighten the crack
mouth [54].
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3. Conclusion

Based on the data presented, it can be concluded
that the development of metamaterials of various
types (electromagnetic, acoustic, mechanical) is
characterized by a single approach - an “unusual”
response of the environment to external influences,
which determines the unusual properties of
metamaterials, is created by using a system of
elements organized in a certain way made from
common, well-known materials. In fact, the
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development of metamaterials represents a new
approach in materials science, when the structure and
properties of a material are determined not by
chemical, physical, thermodynamic properties of
atoms, but by the task being solved and controlled by
a person. It was this approach that evolution used to
create materials that ensure the optimal adaptation of
a living organism.
Additive technologies are an optimal tool for
implementing this approach. It should be expected
that their rapid development will lead to the creation
of new metamaterials with unique properties that will
largely determine the technological image of the 21st
century.
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